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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Introduction to Liquid Crystals 

 Liquid crystals are an intermediate phase of matter, whose molecules exhibit 

more order than those found in the liquid phase, but less order than those of a crystalline 

phase.[2]  Liquid crystalline materials exhibit anisotropic 

properties that are frequently exploited in applications, such as 

photovoltaics [3] and displays[4-6].  Liquid crystal phases take 

many forms, which transform from one to another either 

through change in temperature (thermotropic) or in 

concentration (lyotropic).[2]  These occur due to several 

different factors, mainly molecular shape, charge, and 

hydrophobicity/philicity.[2]  The most common phases (see 

Figure 1) are the nematic, identified by alignment of the long-

axis of rod-shaped molecules (also known as the “director”), 

the smectic (of which the smectic-A is shown), with molecules 

organized into layers, and the columnar, with disc or ring-

shaped molecules stacking like coins.[2]  More complex 

arrangements also occur with more exotic molecules,[7] 

but are not seen in this study. 

 The molecule used in this study, 

octylcyanobiphenyl (hereafter referred to as 8CB) shown Figure 2:  8CB molecule 

Figure 1:  Common 
liquid crystal phases 
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in Figure 2, is a calamitic (rod-shaped), thermotropic liquid crystal that exhibits the 

following phase transitions at different temperatures, shown in Figure 3 [8, 9]. 

 

This particular compound is a model system and has been very well studied.  It also 

exhibits its phases near room temperature, which is advantageous for our experiments. 

 Liquid crystal systems display anisotropic properties due to the spontaneous 

alignment of their molecules.  Elastic, electric, magnetic, and optical properties are all 

affected by liquid crystal anisotropy, and can therefore be manipulated by changing the 

liquid crystal phase or the molecular alignment.[2, 10]  When combined with 

nanoparticles into a nanocomposite, these properties can frequently be more easily 

controlled.[5, 11-14] 

 Researchers have investigated preparation of substrates for the development of 

liquid crystal displays using surfactants for many years.[15]  Liquid crystal alignment is 

heavily influenced by surface interactions, and surface treatments dictate those 

interactions.  These treatments can impose electrostatic attraction or repulsion with the 

liquid crystal molecules.  More simply, topographical changes can influence their 

alignment.  A substrate that has been rubbed, creating microscopic grooves in the 

surface, will align the liquid crystal molecules in the direction of the rubbing.[16-19]  In 

other words, the molecules will lay down parallel to the grooves when they might 

Figure 3:  Phase transition temperatures of octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB). 
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otherwise orient normal to the surface.  More recently, similar studies have been done 

for the development of nanotemplates [20-22] and organic solar cells.[23-26] 

 Alignment of liquid crystal molecules is also influenced by their interface with 

nanostructured materials.  We proposed a study of liquid crystal alignment using 

nanoparticles with modified surface properties to show that the alignment can be 

manipulated or controlled by changing those interfacial properties. 

 

Objective 

We propose to investigate the short-range interaction of coated 

nanoparticles with a liquid crystal membrane or bulk sample, based on what was 

said above, using AFM and X-ray scattering.  This will give us information on 

the order or lack of it and how this can be used in applications.  The interaction 

can help determine how the electrical, magnetic, or mechanical signals will 

propagate through the nanocomposite.  Our research investigates the effect on 

the ordering of a liquid crystal thin film in close proximity to a magnetic 

nanoparticle that has been coated with a functionalization compound.  These 

compounds, and their use with nanoparticles in liquid crystal systems, are of 

interest to industry for their ability to influence phase transition temperatures and 

alignment of liquid crystal molecules.[8]  This research also has biological 

implications, as most biological membranes have liquid crystal phases.[27, 28]  

With the use of nanoparticles in consumer products growing in popularity[29], it 

is essential to fully understand their molecular interactions in order to utilize 

them in a safe and responsible manner. 
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Research of these hybrid systems will be valuable to those interested in 

using them for applications.[14]  Previous studies have found that 

functionalization compounds can induce significant changes in the liquid crystal 

properties.[30, 31]  They can shift the smectic-nematic transition temperature of 

the system by several degrees Centigrade and makes this transition closer to first-

order.[8, 32-34]  Depending on the application, the resulting hysteresis could be 

beneficial or a liability.  In biological systems, the change in transition 

temperature could be very problematic for temperature-sensitive reactions. 

Our bulk studies have shown that functionalized nanoparticles affect 

liquid crystal behavior in bulk,[8, 12] and in this study we used AFM to 

investigate if this is true for thin films as well.  Due to the sizable influence of 

surface interaction on liquid crystal orientation[16, 35], the effect is detectable, 

but dependent on the functionalization compound in question.  This study 

focuses on bi-molecular liquid crystal thin films because they are analogous 

structurally and behaviorally to the biological membranes found in cell walls 

throughout nature.[2, 27, 36]  Using a thin-film substitute for these biological 

applications is common practice in research, and our previous focus on liquid 

crystal systems, which exhibit the same phases as biological cell membranes, 

makes them a suitable model system for work with the interaction of 

nanoparticles and these membranes. 

Previous research by our group and others have found coated 

nanoparticles in a liquid crystal composite system will cause a shift in the 

transition temperatures of the liquid crystal phases.[8, 9]  This shift is not 

universal.  It is dependent on the orientation of liquid crystals in the vicinity of 
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the nanoparticles, which is heavily influenced by the nanoparticle 

functionalization.  We will show evidence that this influence can result in “hole” 

formation in liquid crystal membranes, having safety and health implications 

when present in living systems. 

Functionalized nanoparticles have become a very promising research area for 

many applications in both biology and industry.  A nanoparticle’s functional coating is 

what enables cell receptor ligands to identify and accept them for drug delivery 

systems.[27, 37-39]  Interaction with various proteins relies both on these compounds 

and the size of the nanoparticle being used.[28]  Our previous research has shown that 

liquid crystal nanoparticle hybrid systems can improve the response to electric or 

magnetic stimulus, which is of interest in developing organic displays and in photovoltaic 

applications.[40, 41] 

  Nanoparticles are easily inhaled, ingested, or absorbed through the dermis,[11] 

and studies have shown that nano-scale structures, such as carbon nanotubes, have 

similar effects on the lungs as asbestos.[12, 42, 43]  The concern with nanoparticles in 

particular is that disrupting biological membrane structure (via the mechanism 

investigated in this study) could have cytotoxic effects.[44, 45]  Further research will be 

needed to fully validate these concerns, but the results of this study do support the 

hypothesis that nanoparticles interfere with molecular order in membranes. 

We compare the results of this research to similar work done with 

phospholipids in close contact with uncovered silica nanoparticles,[1, 36] as well 

as bulk studies done with the same materials that are used here.[12]  The results 

of this research show that the behavior of liquid crystals in contact with the 
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nanoparticles is dependent on the properties of the compound coating the 

particles. 

We perform X-ray scattering experiments over a range of temperatures 

to track how the molecules rearrange in the presence of nanoparticles as the 

sample transitions from the smectic-A phase to the nematic phase.  We can then 

compare the molecular structure of mixtures of liquid crystal with nanoparticles 

coated with different compounds to assess the impact of the functionalization 

compound on this interaction. 

The behavior of a liquid crystal film can be described by the following 

energy formula[40]: 

  E = Emech + Emagnetic + Esurface interaction + Erelative size  (1) 

The film experiences a competition between the mechanical energy, Emech, 

deforming the liquid crystal structure, and the surface interaction energy and 

relative size energy holding it together.  Esurface interaction contains the parameter φ,[40, 

46] which is the angle the liquid crystal molecule makes with the particle surface 

that we calculate from our X-ray scattering data.  The X-ray experiments also 

give us information about the correlation length of the organized liquid crystal 

molecules and the faceting of the particles, which will be discussed later.  Erelative size 

accounts for the fact that nanoparticles close to the size of the liquid crystal 

molecule will more heavily influence the liquid crystal ordering than ones that are 

significantly larger or smaller than the liquid crystals.  We verify nanoparticle size 

and confirm membrane behavior using AFM. 

 We observe and discuss a formation we call the “halo phenomenon” during our 

AFM experiments.  It was first seen in AFM scans of PEG-coated nanoparticles on glass 
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slides, and was also visible in mixtures containing 8CB liquid crystal as well.  The 

behavior of the liquid crystal in the presence of these halos is rather interesting and will 

be investigated further.  This formation gives us clues as to the behavior of PEG-coated 

nanoparticles in bulk 8CB as well. 

 This thesis is organized thus:  Chapter 2 summarizes the different techniques 

used to characterize the nanocomposites; Chapter 3 presents the results of an AFM 

study on bilayers of liquid crystals in contact with the nanoparticles; Chapter 4 presents 

and analyzes the results of X-ray scattering studies on liquid crystals mixed with MHDA 

or with PEG terminated nanoparticles; Chapter 5 presents an AFM study of the halo 

structure observed mainly on the PEG terminated nanoparticles; Chapter 6 compares 

the results obtained with AFM and X-ray scattering; Chapter 7 summarizes the results 

and proposes some future work. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 
 

 

Equipment 

 We have utilized several characterization techniques, such as atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), polarized optical microscopy, medium angle X-ray scattering (XRS), 

and light scattering to conduct this research.  A brief description of each method 

follows. 

AFM 

AFM gives us a nanoscale view of the sample’s surface in the form of elevation 

and phase data.  The microscope works by vibrating a silicon cantilever at approximately 

300 kHz (varies dependent on the natural frequency of that particular cantilever).  At the 

end of this cantilever is a pyramidal needle oriented perpendicularly to the length of the 

cantilever.  By vibrating this needle in close proximity to the surface of the sample (called 

“tapping mode”), the AFM is able to detect the changes in the phase and amplitude of 

the needle’s oscillation, caused by Van der Waals attraction or other intermolecular 

forces from the sample surface.[47]  The cantilever is only micrometers long, with the tip 

of the needle on the order of tens of nanometers wide.  To monitor the cantilever’s 

oscillation, a laser is reflected off its upper surface.  Over a distance of a few centimeters, 

the reflected laser light oscillates enough to be easily measured by a CCD detector.[48]  

The needle is scanned across the sample area in the X and Y directions while Z, the 

elevation data, is recorded for each coordinate.  When done correctly, the needle, which 
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is very fragile, never comes into contact with the sample.  The phase of the cantilever 

oscillation will change in different ways depending on the sample’s physical 

characteristics, like friction, adhesion, and viscoelasticity, so two areas of the scan that 

resulted in different phase data have unique composition.[49]  With this information we 

can measure the diameter of a nanoparticle, thickness of the film or smectic layers, 

surface roughness, and detect changes in material.[47]  In some cases it is possible to 

“see” whether a particle is covered by the liquid crystal film or if it has deformed the 

membrane.[50]  AFM resolution is limited largely by the sharpness of the tip being used.  

We use silicon short-cantilever tips with a natural frequency of about 300 kHz, which 

give us sufficient resolution to distinguish protrusions above the liquid crystal film 

(caused by a nanoparticle whose diameter is larger than the length of the 8CB molecule), 

but not detect particles of the same size as or smaller than the thickness of the film.  

Roiter, et al. addressed this issue by attaching markers to these small particles, in situ, in 

the form of large insulin molecules.[1]  The insulin was then detectable by the AFM tip, 

as it protruded from the surface of the phospholipid membrane.  Unfortunately, our 

AFM is not capable of the same location repeatable scanning necessary for this 

technique.  In addition, a main focus of this study is the influence the functionalization 

compounds have on the behavior of the film, which could be altered by the presence of 

insulin or other marker molecules.  Therefore our data is confined to particles larger than 

2.5 nm, the length of an 8CB molecule. 

AFM tells us many useful things; however, this technique has drawbacks.  A 

properly configured AFM can give very detailed information, but finding the appropriate 

configuration is often a matter of trial and error.  The AFM used is a piece of equipment 

owned and maintained by the University of Maryland Nanocenter, but the fragile tips are 
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to be provided by the users.  Tips can be customized for a variety of different 

applications, including magnetic tips, which detect magnetic fields in the sample (MFM). 

Individual requirements will vary based on technique and samples being studied.  

The users must install their own AFM tip every time the microscope is used.  

The tip itself is a silicon chip approximately 2mm by 6mm with the cantilever protruding 

parallel to the long axis.  It is moved with tweezers from the protective carrying case to 

the tip holder (a precarious task), where it is secured with a small clip.  This process is 

where most AFM tips are damaged beyond repair, as it is quite easy to lose hold of the 

tip, and even a very small impact will cause the cantilever to break.  The tip holder can 

then be mounted on the scanning head, which detaches from the base unit to facilitate 

tip installation.  When the tip is installed, the laser must be aligned on the end of the 

cantilever, where the deflection will be greatest, resulting in the greatest sensitivity.  This 

is done manually, using a series of alignment knobs, a computer readout giving the 

intensity of the reflected beam, and visual inspection of the laser light that is scattered by 

the micro-scale cantilever.  This process takes quite a bit of practice to perfect, and doing 

it incorrectly will affect the quality of the scans produced. 

One of the biggest drawbacks to using AFM is the active time commitment 

involved in getting clear, useful scans.  Partly as a result of the installation and alignment 

procedure, a multitude of software parameters must be configured and tweaked for each 

session, sample, and even each scanned area.  Since AFM is effectively a mechanical 

operation on the order of nanometers or micrometers, the process is very sensitive to 

vibration.  Our AFM is vibration-isolated on an air table, but will still be affected by large 

disturbances or even loud noises. 
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Using AFM, we found evidence of both exposed and covered nanoparticles in 

8CB thin film samples for each of our functionalization compounds.  We studied films 

made using concentrations varying from 14% to 38% nanoparticles by weight.  We 

expect to identify the size range at which a nanoparticle will be exposed, rather than 

covered by 8CB.   

The computer records both the elevation of the scanned area and the change in 

phase of the vibrating needle.  The phase is affected by the resistance imparted back on 

the needle by the sample surface; in other words, the sample hardness.[49]  Soft materials 

do not alter the phase much at all, but hard materials can change the phase significantly.  

Therefore a change in composition from one area to another is visible as a dark area on a 

light background or vice versa. 

Using the elevation data to locate particles having a larger diameter than the 

thickness of the liquid crystal film surrounding them, the corresponding phase data will 

reveal whether the jump in elevation was caused by a hard, bare particle, or a particle 

covered in a soft liquid crystal film.  Examples are found in the AFM Results section. 

Polarized optical microscopy 

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) allows us to quickly identify the phase of a 

liquid crystal system by visual cues alone.  Combined with a temperature-controlled 

sample holder, we are able to find the approximate transition temperature of liquid 

crystal samples, limited by the ability of the temperature controller to hold the stage at a 

constant temperature.  In practice, this variability is roughly ±0.056°C.  Cordoyiannis, et 

al. previously studied the dependence of nanoparticle concentration on the shift in 

transition temperature, using high-resolution adiabatic scanning calorimetry to calculate 
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the heat capacity of the sample.[8]  The latent heat during the phase transition, though 

much smaller than would be measured in a more common solid-liquid phase transition, 

is easily detected and the transition temperatures accurately identified.  We used this 

POM technique to ensure that our samples behaved in accordance to the findings of 

Cordoyiannis, et al.  Identifying the transition temperature for each concentration 

ensured that we performed the X-ray studies in the correct temperature range. 

The Polarized Optical Microscope allows us to examine films on a substantially 

larger scale than AFM, while still gathering data about the phases of our samples.  Figure 

4 shows an 8CB film in the smectic phase, with characteristic quadrupole 

disclinations.[51] 

 
 
The circular disclinations get smaller where the film becomes thinner at its edge.  Using a 

temperature controller we are able to find both the smectic-nematic and the nematic-

isotropic phase change temperatures.  As the temperature is raised, the image in Figure 4 

(taken at 33.6°C ±0.056°C) changes to that in Figure 5 (taken at 34.0°C ±0.056°C). 

Figure 4:  POM micrograph of 8CB 
in the smectic phase. 
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When the temperature controller is set to the actual transition temperature for the 

mixture being studied, the disclinations will quickly shift back and forth between those 

seen in Figures 4 and 5, as the controller cycles power to the heating element on and off 

to try to maintain a constant temperature, but the actual temperature is a sinusoidal wave 

of ±0.056°C around the set temperature.  This rapid heating and cooling is easily visible 

at the transition temperature, and this is how we identified the transition temperature in 

bulk for each mixture of 8CB and nanoparticles.[52] 

X-ray scattering 

X-ray scattering was performed using a Rigaku rotating anode with a Cu source, 

providing X-rays with a wavelength of λ=1.54Å.  A bent graphite monochromator gives 

scans a resolution of Δq=0.012q0(Å
-1).  A four circle Huber diffractometer, using the 

configuration in Figure 6, controls sample and detector positions.  Our X-ray scattering 

experiments use a planar scanning geometry.  Most scattering experiments involve 

moving the detector in an arc perpendicular to the substrate, which is appropriate when 

the variation in density (layering) that you wish to measure is coplanar with the substrate.  

This ensures that the incident X-rays encounter the sample at the angle (θ) necessary for 

Figure 5:  POM micrograph of 8CB 
in the nematic phase. 
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Bragg diffraction to occur.  However for our experiments, we need to ensure that Bragg 

diffraction does not occur with the bulk liquid crystalline material, which is aligned with 

the molecules perpendicular to the substrate.  We are not investigating the bulk material 

in this study, we are focusing on the liquid crystals that are realigned by the coated 

nanoparticles.  By setting our incident beam and the detector path to be coplanar with 

the substrate, we prevent Bragg diffraction from occurring in the bulk liquid crystal. 

Figure 6 shows the geometry used. 

 

 

 

 

 

The motor-controlled goniometer scanned from 2θ=1.5-15°, or q=0.106–1.065 Å-1 

where we expected to find the peaks which are the result of scattering from 8CB.  Scans 

were performed above and below the smectic-nematic transition temperature found for 

each concentration using the polarized optical microscope. 

Figure 6:  Schematic depicting top and side view of experimental setup. 
Detail shows bulk alignment to substrate with nanoparticle distortion. 
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 Although the Huber diffractometer has four axes of rotation, the incident X-ray 

beam and the detector path are coplanar with the sample substrate, so we only need to 

measure θ, the angle of sample rotation, and 2θ, the angle between the detector path and 

the direct X-ray beam.  In programming each scan into the motor controller, we specify 

the start and finish angles of both θ and 2θ, how many steps to divide the scan into, and 

the dwell time at each step.  Disordered samples like liquid crystals will have much lower 

signals than crystalline ones, especially at higher 2θ angles.  For this reason, we set a 

dwell time of 20 seconds per step to ensure enough information is collected. 

 

 

 

We used a sample holder (seen in Figure 8) consisting of an aluminum plate (for 

its high thermal conductance) offset from a stainless steel base (for its poor thermal 

conductance), which mounts to our goniometer to obtain the temperature-based X-ray 

Figure 7:  X-ray scattering apparatus. 
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data.  The sample holder was designed and machined for our group by University of 

Maryland Assistant Research Scientist, Stephen Henderson.  

 

 

 

On the underside of the aluminum plate, we have attached a kapton adhesive 

heating element, wired to a solid-state relay.  On the top of the aluminum stage is an 

adhesive platinum-based RTD (resistive temperature device) sensor connected to our 

Fuji Electric temperature controller.  The temperature controller auto tunes its PID 

parameters to trigger the relay, sending current through the heating element, to heat and 

maintain the stage’s set temperature. 

 The long scan times needed for these experiments meant that the relay 

controlling the heating element would be cycled hundreds of thousands of times in a 

Figure 8:  Sample stage with heating element and RTD. 
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matter of weeks, so we used a solid-state relay to ensure reliable operation.  The 

temperature controller alone does not output enough power to activate the solid-state 

relay’s input lines.  A simple relay driver was designed and built from discrete off-the-

shelf parts, which would amplify the signal from the temperature controller with power 

from a 9-volt battery.  This is simply to provide enough power to activate the relay.  A 

common 24-volt, “wall-wart” switching regulator powers the heating element.  Initially 

we had concern that the 9-volt battery would need to be frequently replaced, however 

the driver drew so little current that a single battery performed uninterrupted for months 

(and millions of cycles).  The temperature controller has a green indicator light that 

illuminates when it is outputting the signal to provide power to the heating element (in 

our case, that signal is going to the relay driver).  However our relay driver circuit 

includes its own red LED indicator, which glows to confirm that power is indeed 

traveling through the heating element. 

Our temperature controlled sample holder has the exact same vertical dimension 

as the sample stage that it replaces on our goniometer, so no adjustment is necessary to 

ensure alignment.  A calibrated telescope is available to ensure that our relatively thin 

samples of liquid crystal mixtures are indeed in the beam line.  When looking through 

the telescope, overlaid crosshairs indicate the center of the beam path.  The column on 

which the sample holder sits can be adjusted vertically while looking through the 

telescope to move the sample into the crosshairs.  The X-ray experiment samples are 

thick enough that their thickness is clearly visible in profile through the telescope, and 

the sample holder height must be adjusted so the crosshairs line up with the center of 

the sample’s thickness. 
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When the desired temperature is reached, a scan is run from 2θ=1.5° to 15°, 

obtaining data every 0.02° for 20 seconds per step.  When the scan is complete, the 

goniometer is returned to 2θ=1.5°, the temperature is adjusted and stabilized, and a scan 

is run with the same parameters at the new temperature without disturbing the sample.  

When scans at all desired temperatures are collected, we replace the sample with an 

identical, clean glass slide in order to collect the background scattering data.  Because the 

signal of the photons scattered from the liquid crystal sample is so small, it is essential to 

remove the background data from each of the scans in the analysis phase to find the 

diffraction data that came from our sample and not from the substrate or sample holder. 

We can plot the data from the 8CB diffracted x-rays, after subtracting from the 

results the background scatter data (found by scanning a blank substrate) and a Gaussian 

curve resulting from the direct beam from the x-ray source.  We fit Gaussian curves to 

the data, which are appropriate for fairly short-range ordered systems like liquid 

crystals.[12]  The center of each peak (using diffraction angle 2θ as the independent 

variable) allows us to find the separation distance of the ordered layers that caused them 

using Bragg’s Law.  The amplitude of these peaks is determined by how well ordered the 

sample is, which is always quite small for quasi-ordered materials like liquid crystals.  A 

well ordered sample provides more layers from which the x-rays will diffract, 

cumulatively forming an intense peak.  The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 

peak can indicate how uniformly ordered the molecules are.  A narrow peak occurs when 

all layers are close to the same separation distance.  If the layer separation is distributed 

through a range of values, which can happen through strain on the crystal or other 

forces which distort the lattice, then each layer will diffract at slightly different angles, 

resulting in a broader peak in the data.[53] 
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Dynamic light scattering 

 Dynamic light scattering was used upon receipt of our FeCo nanoparticles from 

our collaborator, Lynn Kurihara, to characterize the particles and verify their synthesized 

diameter.  These experiments were done using a Zeta Nanosizer DLS. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the results of two such DLS experiments on a logarithmic scale, 

indicating that the APTS coated particles have an average size of 4.13nm ±0.68nm 

diameter (σ=0.75nm) for small particles and ±80nm diameter for clustered particles, and 

the PEG coated particles have an average of 3.73nm ±0.68nm diameter (σ=0.79nm). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9:  APTS nanoparticle DLS experimental results on logarithmic scale. 

Figure 10:  PEG nanoparticle DLS experimental results on logarithmic scale. 
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The very small number of much larger particles (200-1000nm diameter) can be 

separated from the sample using a magnet, but we found this to be unnecessary, as we 

were able to produce uniform samples without doing so. 

Samples Used and Sample Preparation 

 The liquid crystal we used, octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB), is a model system whose 

properties have been very well studied.  These rod-like liquid crystals are very stable and 

proved reliable in our previous studies.[11, 12, 40, 54, 55]  8CB exhibits two liquid crystal 

phases:  smectic-A at room temperature with a transition to nematic at 306.92° K.[56]  

Studies done by Cordoyannis, et al. identified a drop in the smectic-A to nematic 

transition temperature when functionalized nanoparticles are added to the 8CB.  

Aminopropyl triethoxy silane (APTS) coated nanoparticles cause the transition 

temperature to drop to 306.22° K, while mercapto hexadecanoic acid (MHDA) causes it 

to drop to 303.78° K.[8]  We believe the interaction between these functionalized 

nanoparticles and the liquid crystal 

molecules lowers the intermolecular 

attractive energy between liquid crystal 

molecules, thereby lowering the amount of 

energy needed to disorder the film or bulk 

sample. 

We studied nanoparticles coated 

with several different functionalization 

compounds:  mercapto hexadecanoic acid 

(MHDA, used in research to stabilize biological 
Figure 11:  Chemical structure of 
functionalization compounds. 
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interactions [38]), aminopropyl triethoxy silane (APTS, commonly used for labeling 

molecules [57]), and high molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG 3000), see Figure 

11.  We chose each of these compounds for their wide use in biological applications,[38] 

and for their unique interactions with our hybrid systems.  Our previous research has 

shown that APTS, MHDA, and PEG-covered particles affect liquid crystal ordering 

both with and without a magnetic field,[12, 55] but in opposite ways. 

We also have access to and ZnO particles coated in oleic acid, in the same size 

range as our FeCo particles.  Our group synthesized these particles for a related project 

on photovoltaics using nanoparticles to align liquid crystals.[54] [58]  Including them in 

this study will both provide us with a non-functionalized control nanoparticle, an ionic 

material that differs from the metallic FeCo particle, and valuable behavior data for both 

projects. 

The FeCo nanoparticles were synthesized in a polyol process before being coated 

with their functionalization compound.[59-61]  The functionalization compound is 

dissolved in ethanol at a ratio of 1mg/1ml.  This solution is then added to the 

suspension of bare nanoparticles and mixed for 30 minutes. 

We tried a number of different deposition techniques to prepare our samples.  

We explored using both silicon and glass substrates and found that glass slides typically 

formed the best films due to glass’s natural hydroxyl termination,[62] which attracts the 

8CB’s cyano group because they are both hydrophilic, while the 8CB’s carbohydrate 

chain is hydrophobic.  Silicon substrates were used in early experiments, but since they 

are not naturally hydroxyl terminated[63], preparing them would involve exposure to an 

oxygen plasma or treatment with piranha solution (a mixture of concentrated sulfuric 

acid and hydrogen peroxide), which is highly corrosive.[64]  Both of these processes add 
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unnecessary complication that can be avoided simply by using glass instead.  The glass 

slides are cleaned using acetone and ethanol, but the surface is not rubbed clean, as this 

would create grooves in the substrate that would affect the orientation of 8CB 

molecules.[16, 17]  The substrate is then heated to 50°C, above the isotropic temperature 

for 8CB, prior to deposition. 

We receive the functionalized nanoparticles suspended in ethanol, so when 

making samples, the nanoparticles must be isolated by evaporating the ethanol and 

weighed.  We then add 8CB to the isolated nanoparticles to achieve the desired 

concentration for the sample being made.  When making thin films, the sample is then 

diluted with ethanol to aid in mixing.  To homogenize the mixture, we sonicate the 

sample for five hours at 50°C.  For X-ray scattering, the sample must be thick enough to 

intersect the x-ray beam, so the mixture remains undiluted but is also sonicated at 50°C 

for five hours. 

When sonication is complete, a small amount of the mixture can be transferred 

to the substrate.  For thin film samples, the mixture is deposited onto a heated glass 

slide, at which point the ethanol quickly evaporates, and the sample is allowed to cool to 

room temperature.  In the nematic phase, the 8CB molecules are pointing (on average) in 

the same direction, but are mostly disordered.  When entering the smectic phase the 

molecules aggregate side-by-side into layers, oriented almost normal to the layer 

planes.[2]  If the functionalized nanoparticles are present when this happens, the 

nanoparticle will inhibit this ordering over a short distance.  When the transition into the 

smectic-A phase is complete, the sample can be studied.  In the isotropic phase, the 

mixture flows quite easily, creating areas at the edges of the sample that form into 
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monolayers and bilayers when the smectic phase is established.  These are our target 

areas of research for AFM studies. 

 Spin coating is a well-known method of producing thin films from solution.  

However our attempts at utilizing this method were disappointing.  The liquid crystal 

flows well in the isotropic phase (on a heated substrate), but its thick consistency in the 

smectic phase causes it to bead on the surface at room temperature.  Our spin-coating 

equipment lacks temperature control, so samples spun in the smectic phase at room 

temperature resulted in very well dispersed microscopic beads of 8CB that refuse to wet 

the surface (even after annealing).  If we were able to spin the substrate while the liquid 

crystal was isotropic (around 50°C) the material would wet the surface nicely and spread 

evenly across the glass.[65]  Attempting to accomplish this using hot air guns and 

incandescent light bulbs (as improvised heating elements) resulted in inconsistent and 

uneven coverage at best.
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Chapter 3: Bilayer film studies with AFM 

 

Theory and background 

 There have been many studies of particles and liquid crystals, mostly focused on 

the nematic (disordered) phase.  Our research group has previously studied bulk 

mixtures of the liquid crystal octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) and functionalized FeCo 

nanoparticles.  These studies were able to show that compounds such as aminopropyl 

triethoxy silane (APTS), which tend to align the liquid crystal molecules almost tangential 

to the surface of the nanoparticle, will locally disorder the liquid crystal.[50]  8CB 

ordinarily has a smectic phase at room temperature, but when nanoparticles with these 

compounds are present, the liquid crystal experiences a smectic-nematic transition in 

proximity to the nanoparticle.[12]  In contrast, mercapto hexadecanoic acid (MHDA), a 

compound that aligns the liquid crystal almost normal to the surface of the nanoparticle, 

will assist in aligning the liquid crystal (rather than disordering it) in the vicinity of the 

nanoparticle.  Here, no phase transition takes place.  We have explained this behavior as 

a competition between the mechanical and the ordering energies, magnetic and 

nanoparticle size:[12, 40] 

  E = Emech + Emagnetic + Esurface interaction + Erelative size,    (1) 

Further analysis of this formula can be found in the Results section. 

In 2009, Roiter et al. found that bare silica nanoparticles will interact with a 

phospholipid bilayer differently depending on the size of the nanoparticle.  The group 

reported that nanoparticles between 1.2 and 22 nm will disrupt the ordering of the 

phospholipids and open a hole in the bilayer around the particle.  Particles larger than 22 
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nm or smaller than 1.2 nm were entirely covered by the membrane, unless the large 

particle featured a protrusion within the specified size range (Figure 12).[1] 

 
 

In such a case, the majority of the particle would be covered, but the protrusion would 

remain exposed.  Roiter et al. developed a model attributing this phenomenon primarily 

to the mechanical properties of the phospholipid.  If the energy lost due to bending the 

membrane costs too much energy, the membrane forms a defect around the offending 

obstacle in the form of a hole.[1] 

Roiter, et al., modeled the thin film system as a sheet of beads and harmonic 

springs, stretched over the bare silica nanoparticles they were studying.  The 

intermolecular attraction of the membrane’s molecules and its surface tension held it 

together.  The radius of curvature required to cover the nanoparticle determined whether 

or not the springs would be stretched too far, breaking the bonds and rupturing the 

membrane. 

Roiter later found that an energy model, taking into account experimentally 

measured mechanical properties of the film and energy from distortions, was more 

Figure 12:  Interactions between lipid 
bilayer and a bare silica nanoparticle 
of varying size. (Roiter, et al.)[1]  
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accurate in describing a membrane’s behavior.  Our own energy model makes use of 

these same principles in addition to other energy factors as well. 

 While a simple model worked well for Roiter’s work with bare silica 

nanoparticles, our nanoparticles have additional factors that are the main focus of this 

study.  We are primarily investigating how a functional coating on the nanoparticles 

affects the hole-forming behavior.  Surface interactions are very influential on the nano 

scale, thus the interaction between the functional molecules and 8CB will heavily affect 

the ordering of the membrane. 

 The functional molecules do not chemically react with the 8CB molecules.  Any 

interaction between the two materials occurs electrostatically and is physical in nature.  

Neither material changes its chemical structure, nor do they bond in any way.[21]  The 

functional molecules effectively change the shape of the nanoparticle surface to dictate 

how the 8CB molecules will orient at the interface. 

MHDA molecules orient normal to the surface of the nanoparticles, which 

allows 8CB rods to fit between them, aligning the hydrocarbon chains of the 8CB tails 

with the hydrocarbon chain in the middle of the MHDA molecule, and also aligning the 

carboxylic group of the MHDA with the aromatic rings in the center of an 8CB rod.  

The two molecules do not react or bond with each other.  The alignment that occurs 

creates a structure on which further smectic layers of 8CB may develop. 

APTS molecules, in contrast, lay flat against the surface of the molecule.  8CB 

rods at the interface with this functionalization will lay almost tangential to the surface of 

the nanoparticle.  Smectic layers can still form from this orientation, but the layers would 

form with their director tangential to the surface of the nanoparticle, rather than normal 

to it, as is the case with MHDA-coated particles. 
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PEG is an interesting case.  It attaches to the nanoparticle in much the same way 

as MHDA, but it is a much longer molecule.  At molecular weight of 3000 daltons, the 

length of the PEG molecule is about 268.1Å at full extension (or about 8.5 8CB rod 

lengths), compared to just 10.5Å for MHDA.  This means that close to the nanoparticle, 

the PEG will have the same orienting effect as the MHDA, but the PEG molecule will 

reach out into the bulk 8CB smectic layers and will have a stabilizing effect on the 8CB 

rods closest to the nanoparticle.  

 The Fe48Co52 nanoparticles used in this study were synthesized to theoretically be 

2 nm in diameter and coated in their respective compounds by our collaborator, Lynn K. 

Kurihara, at the Naval Research Laboratory.  We determine the real diameter by light 

scattering, as seen in Figures 9 and 10.  Due to their magnetization, Van der Waals 

attraction, and electrostatic forces, a portion of the nanoparticles agglomerate over time 

into larger quasi-particles of varying size, as seen in Figure 13.  The nanoparticles 

underwent a thorough washing procedure:  magnetically separate, decant off 

supernatant, re-suspend, and repeat five times.  Then the particles are magnetically 

separated again and washed in a turbulent flow.  The process was monitored by 

magnetization/XRD and TEM results.  These particles did not show any degradation in 

VSM, and the TEM images showed minimal presence of unwanted precipitates. The 

particles were characterized for magnetic properties, and an X-ray powder diffraction 

experiment was performed to confirm the formation of Fe48Co52 [Lynn K. Kurihara, 

personal communication]. 
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These larger particles can be broken back into smaller agglomerated particles 

through sonication, which is utilized in this study to ensure the particle size distribution 

is within the target range.  As seen in Figure 9, dynamic light scattering showed the 

majority of particles in the 2 nm diameter range.  Our X-ray scattering experiments 

confirm the majority of the nanoparticles are not agglomerated. 

Each MHDA molecule is attached to the nanoparticle by the thiol group, leaving 

the hydrophilic carboxyl group at the other end of the molecule to extend out into the 

aqueous medium (Figure 14). This orientation, normal to the attached surface, attracts 

the charged cyano group at the “head” of the 8CB molecule, and repels the hydrophobic 

carbon chain “tail”, as seen in Figure 15-a.  While the MHDA molecule is covalently 

bonded by the thiol group to the nanoparticle, the interaction with the 8CB molecules is 

purely physical. 

Figure 13:  AFM micrograph of 
MHDA-coated FeCo nanoparticles 
on glass substrate. 
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 APTS molecules attach to the nanoparticle surface by the amine group, and the 

hydrophobic branches lay flat against the nanoparticle when in an aqueous medium 

(Figure 14).  This effectively makes the nanoparticle surface hydrophobic.  Because 8CB 

molecules will interdigitate with their biphenyl rings side-by-side,(Figure 15) a rod-

shaped bi-molecule is formed with hydrophobic ends and a hydrophilic middle.  The 

8CB molecules will lay almost tangential to the surface of the APTS-coated particle 

(Figure 16-b).  These two different liquid crystal-nanoparticle interactions are the 

primary factor that affects how these nanocomposite systems behave. 

 

The energy of the system changes when the coating compounds cause the liquid 

crystal molecules to reorder upon exposing liquid crystal thin films to functionalized 

nanoparticles.  The coated nanoparticle distorts the smectic layers of the liquid crystal 

system, forcing the 8CB molecules to either form layers around the particle, and/or form 

Figure 14:  Schematic depicting 
orientation of coating compounds on 
their respective nanoparticles. 

Figure 15:  Two 8CB 
molecules interdigitate to 
form a “rod” approximately 
31.5 Å long with 
hydrophobic ends and a 
hydrophilic middle. 
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defects in its vicinity.[66]  The “bump” that is formed by an unbroken liquid crystal 

membrane covering a nanoparticle increases the surface area of the system.  The bend, 

twist, or splay of the 8CB membrane induced by the nanoparticles (see Figure 17) and 

the change in surface interactions due to increased surface area add to the energy of the 

system depending on which interactions take place.[12, 67, 68] 

  
 

 

In the case of Figure 16-a, the energy is increased due to the bend imposed on 

the membrane, as well as by the increased surface energy.  Because a system of lowest 

energy is desired, a hole forms when the bend/twist energy exceeds the increased surface 

energy (as shown in Figure 16-c).  In the case of Figure 16-b, less energy is added due to 

the introduction of splay in the liquid crystal structure.[69]  Splay is the dominant 

mechanical energy for this interaction, which is what we expect to find with the APTS 

particles.[12]  See Figure 17 for the disclinations found in liquid crystals. 

Figure 16:  Possible interactions 
between coated nanoparticle and 
an 8CB membrane.  a) 
Nanoparticle covered by 
membrane.  b) Nanoparticle 
coated with tangential molecules, 
disrupting membrane order.  c) 
Nanoparticle forms hole in 
membrane.  Note:  nanoparticle 
in schematic is approximately 
12nm in diameter. 
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Results 

MHDA 

Films consisting of 30% weight of nanoparticles in 8CB were prepared as 

described in Chapter 2, and deposited on glass wafers heated to 50° C, above the 

clearing point of 8CB. The film and substrate 

cooled to room temperature, establishing the 

smectic layers. When the films were observed 

under AFM, the smectic layers are easily 

distinguished. Dispersed nanoparticles can be 

seen randomly distributed throughout the 

samples. 

 Figure 18 is an AFM scan showing an 

8CB thin film with interspersed MHDA-

coated nanoparticles.  The dark areas are bare 

glass substrate, and smectic layers of a thicker portion of the sample are visible in the 

upper left corner.  The even elevation across this image suggests this is a single smectic 

layer.  This can be confirmed through comparing elevation data of the film and the bare 

Figure 17:  Liquid crystal deformations found in the smectic phase. 

Figure 18:  AFM micrograph of an 8CB 
monolayer with dispersed MHDA-
coated nanoparticles. Dark areas are 
bare substrate. 
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substrate, a difference of ~3nm (Figure 19).  A single 8CB molecule is approx. 2.25nm 

long, while the interdigitated bimolecule is about 3.15nm long. 

 

 Figure 20 is a closer view of Figure 18 (about 2 µm square), showing the 

randomly dispersed nanoparticle clusters of various sizes.   

 

We are unable to determine whether a nanoparticle is covered or exposed at this 

scale.  Figures 21 and 22 are the elevation and phase data (respectively) from a small 

400nm square area of the film. 

Figure 20:  AFM micrograph of 
8CB monolayer with dispersed 
MHDA-coated nanoparticles. 

Figure 19:  AFM micrograph of 
8CB monolayer at edge of 
sample, displaying step edge 
phenomenon. 
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With larger particles, it is often possible to tell whether a nanoparticle is covered 

with liquid crystal with the elevation data alone.  If the elevation data is ambiguous, if 

confirmation is needed, or when the AFM’s resolution prevents clear determination of 

whether a particle is covered or exposed, the elevation image (Figure 21) must be 

compared to the phase image (Figure 22) to distinguish hard FeCo particles from soft 

8CB liquid crystals. Low contrast of the phase image indicates continuation of the 

Figure 21:  AFM elevation data 
micrograph of MHDA-coated 
nanoparticles in an 8CB thin film. 
White circles show four nanoparticles 
present in this image. 

Figure 22:  AFM phase data 
micrograph of MHDA-coated 
nanoparticles in an 8CB thin film. 
Red dotted circles show two 
exposed nanoparticles. Blue solid 
circles show two covered 
nanoparticles. 
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membrane (a covered particle, solid blue circle), whereas high contrast indicates a change 

in material (exposed particle, dotted red circle). 

Four small nanoparticle clusters (circled in white) are clearly visible in the 

elevation data (Figure 21) with approximately the same brightness (height).  The phase 

data (Figure 22) shows two of the nanoparticles in dark contrast from the surrounding 

liquid crystal, indicating that these nanoparticles are exposed.  The other two 

nanoparticles, however, are nearly the same color as their surroundings, telling us that 

they are covered by liquid crystal film.  This type of image allows us to determine the size 

dependence of which particles form holes in liquid crystal films. 

 

APTS 

Figure 23 is a film of 8CB with APTS-coated nanoparticles.  The smectic 

structure is clearly visible in this thicker area of the film, but at this scale the 

nanoparticles are too small to discern. 

 

Figure 23:  AFM elevation 
data micrograph of 8CB 
smectic layers.  No 
nanoparticles distinguishable 
at this scale. 
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Figure 24 shows a much closer view of a thin portion of the same sample with 

partially embedded APTS-coated nanoparticles visible in the film. 

 

These particles are large enough that we can clearly see in the elevation data that they are 

not covered in a continuous film, but have formed holes in the liquid crystal.  The 

particles visible here range in size from 25 to 65 nm in diameter.  This is far outside the 

range of 1.2-22 nm given by Roiter, et al.[1]  It is unusual that these particles were found 

in such close proximity to each other.  It is possible that due to the larger size of these 

particles, the system lowers the energy needed to form holes around the particles by 

combining two distortions (holes) into a single figure-8, or clustering many particles to 

surround them with a single, oddly-shaped hole.[51, 70, 71] 

PEG 

AFM scans of films containing PEG coated nanoparticles (Figure 25) show 

particles covered with liquid crystal membrane over a large range of sizes (48nm to 

143nm diameter).  

Figure 24:  3D micrograph 
constructed from AFM 
elevation data of APTS-
coated nanoparticles in 
8CB thin film. 
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PEG is a relatively large, hydrophilic molecule and is soluble in water, so it 

extends a significant distance from the surface of the nanoparticle. The various size 

ranges of functionalized particles and their interaction with the membrane is summarized 

in Table I.  

 Figure 26 is a large nanoparticle cluster, coated in PEG, clearly covered with 

liquid crystal film. The dark areas beside the particle are artifacts of the AFM scan. 

 

The large particle here is 143 nm in diameter, while the smaller particles also visible in 

this image are around 48 nm.  All particles shown here appear to be covered by the film. 

 

 

Figure 25:  AFM micrograph of 
PEG-coated nanoparticles in an 
8CB thin film. 

Figure 26:  PEG-coated 
nanoparticles covered by 8CB 
thin film. 
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 ZnO 

Figure 27 shows smectic layers of 8CB mixed with ZnO, and the phase data 

(Figure 28) suggests that the nanoparticles are either pushed to the edges of the smectic 

layer during the transition from the nematic phase or accumulate there by some other 

mechanism, probably by forming dipoles or quadrupoles in the liquid crystal molecules.  

If they are not functionalized they maximize phase separation. [72] 

 

 

 

Figure 27:  AFM micrograph 
elevation data of 8CB 
smectic layers with ZnO 
nanoparticles visible at 
edges of smectic layers. 

Figure 28:  AFM micrograph 
phase data that corresponds to 
elevation data in Figure 24. 
Material hardness change is 
visible at the edge of this 
smectic layer. 
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Analysis 

Finding nanoparticles amongst the films of 8CB has proven to be the greatest 

hindrance to collecting data.  The size ranges of the particles we have been able to 

identify as either covered or exposed are summarized in Table I.  

Table I:  Functionalized Nanoparticle Interaction 

 Silica particles 
(Roiter et al) MHDA APTS PEG 

Covered < 1.2 nm    

Uncovered 1.2  - 22 nm 7 – 10 nm 23 – 66 nm  

Covered > 22 nm > 12 nm  > 48 nm 
 

We have found covered MHDA nanoparticles inside the uncovered size range 

stated by Roiter, and we have found uncovered APTS nanoparticles outside the 

uncovered size range.  This suggests that the functionalization compound influences 

hole-forming behavior.   

 It is our theory that the component Emech in equation 1 increases when the liquid 

crystal molecules of the film must bend, twist, or splay (see Figure 17) to cover the 

nanoparticle.  Splaying is a low-energy distortion, while bending is a high-energy 

distortion due to the rod-like shape of the 8CB molecule.[12]  The film has an increase in 

surface area when distorting to cover a nanoparticle, thus increasing the energy due to 

the component Esurface interaction.  Therefore, if the energy gain due to mechanical distortion 

is greater than the energy gained from the increased surface area, the liquid crystal 

chooses the lower energy option of organizing around the particle, forming a hole.  Since 

bending the organized liquid crystal film requires more energy than splaying the 

molecules, an interaction requiring bending would be more likely to form a hole than 

one in which splay is the dominant distortion.  With MHDA’s tendency to align the 
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nanoparticles perpendicular to its surface (see Figure 14), Figure 16-a is the most likely 

interaction, which involves bending.  From this we can predict that a nanoparticle 

covered with MHDA would be more likely to form a hole in the liquid crystal film than 

one in which splaying was the required distortion, such as APTS (see Figures 14 and 16-

b). 

 We found that coating a nanoparticle will change the size range at which a hole 

forms in a liquid crystal membrane.  The membrane enveloped MHDA-coated 

nanoparticles when the nanoparticle size exceeded 12 nm in diameter, compared to the 

22 nm diameter found by Roiter, et al.  APTS-coated nanoparticles, on the other hand, 

were uncovered as large as 66 nm in diameter.  We were unable to find PEG coated 

nanoparticles that were uncovered, suggesting that hole formation may not occur at all 

with this functionalization.  These results are in the same order of magnitude as the 

findings of Roiter, et al., but they clearly demonstrate the ability of nanoparticle 

functionalization to affect the behavior of the membrane.  In a biological application, a 

nanoparticle may penetrate a membrane if coated in MHDA or APTS as long as the 

nanoparticle is within the known “uncovered” size range.  If penetration is to be 

avoided, a coating of PEG may prevent membrane perforation. 
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Chapter 4: Bulk studies with X-ray scattering as a function 

of temperature 

 

Background 

Our AFM experiments provided us with a topographical view of liquid crystal 

membrane interactions with coated nanoparticles with a very narrow focus (whatever 

was visible in the scanning area of a few square micrometers).  To obtain a more 

comprehensive view of the interaction in a bulk sample, rather than a thin film, we 

utilized X-ray scattering with a unique experimental geometry as previously discussed.  

This technique allows us to measure the average orientation of the liquid crystal 

molecules, the correlation length of ordered molecules, and identify areas of smectic 

ordering present in a nematic bulk[53]. 

Our X-ray scattering experiments were performed on samples containing 30% 

weight concentration of FeCo nanoparticles coated with MHDA or PEG in 8CB liquid 

crystal.  The goal of these scans was to assess the behavior of the liquid crystal starting at 

room temperature, 26.7° C (299.8° K) and raising the temperature of the sample above 

the smectic-nematic transition temperature, which varies depending on the 

functionalization compound used on the nanoparticles.[8]  Our group has previously 

studied similar samples using X-ray scattering;[11, 12, 40, 55] however, those 

experiments studied the effect of a magnetic field on the alignment of the liquid crystals, 

rather than varying the temperature of the sample. 
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8CB liquid crystals exhibit a smectic-A phase, which is characterized by 

molecules that arrange in layers and orient normal to the smectic layers.[2]  When 

deposited on a hydrophilic substrate, such as glass or a similar surface with hydroxyl 

termination, the liquid crystal “rods” maintain this orientation (see Figure 29).[73]  Given 

the geometry of our experimental setup, incident X-rays are coplanar with the smectic 

layers that are parallel to the substrate, and thus will not diffract off of these layers.[53, 

74]  Therefore the only layers that will cause constructive interference are those that are 

distorted by presence of nanoparticles (refer to Figure 12). 

 

 Our X-ray scattering experiments are done in a planar geometry.  This geometry 

is described in Chapter 2 and illustrated in Figure 6.  If the bulk liquid crystal is in the 

homeotropic alignment, the only signal detected in this geometry is that caused by the 

nanoparticle.  This is why our signal is quite small, but only contains the information 

from the interaction we are studying. 

 Consider a sample of homeotropically aligned 8CB to further support our 

assertion that our data is not the result of scattering within the bulk.  The physical 

Figure 29:  Glass substrate has hydroxyl 
termination, which attracts the hydrophilic 
ends of 8CB molecules, leaving the 
hydrophobic tail exposed to interdigitated 
8CB rods. 
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influence of the nanoparticles on a liquid crystal system can be pronounced.  In Figure 

30, we see a mixture of 8CB and APTS-coated nanoparticles as viewed through a 

polarized optical microscope.  The homeotropically aligned 8CB appears black under the 

polarized light.  Both the nanoparticles and the defects or dislocations surrounding 

APTS nanoparticles have clearly attained a level of ordering in the bulk 8CB.[12, 40] 

 

8CB is a model system and has been very well studied.  The literature tells us that 

homeotropically aligned 8CB gives a very disordered X-ray scattering signal with a high 

q-value center.  Our data range spans approximately q=0.1-1.2, but the signal for 

homeotropic 8CB is centered approximately at q=1.7-2.0.  Our PEG experiments 

actually picked up this signal, as it is so disordered it spread into the upper range of our 

data.  Knowing that it was not the signal we were studying, this disordered signal was 

removed prior to fitting our final Gaussian curves. 

 We began with room temperature scans to identify what peaks are present in 

analyzing the very large amount of data we obtained.  We are primarily concerned with 

the center position and the full width half maximum (FWHM) of each peak, as these let 

us calculate the d-spacing and correlation length, respectively.  With this data you can 

 

Figure 30:  Polarized optical 
micrograph of 8CB and APTS-
coated nanoparticle mixture. 
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calculate the average tilt angle of the molecules responsible for this peak, as well as how 

well ordered those molecules are.[75]  Tall, narrow peaks have a small FWHM, so they 

have a large correlation length and are better ordered than shorter, broader peaks. 

Our first set of data used a sample containing MHDA-coated nanoparticles.  Our 

first scan was conducted at room temperature, well into the smectic range for this 

sample.  The sample was deposited on a glass slide straight from the sample vial, so the 

act of depositing the viscous 8CB disordered it to some degree.  We scanned this sample 

as-is to obtain a baseline to see what effect annealing would impart on the data.  This, 

and all future scans were performed with the X-ray power set to 50kV and 100mA.  

Knowing the size of our liquid crystal molecule and its general orientation in the smectic 

phase, we can use Bragg’s law to predict that the scattered signal will occur between the 

2θ angles of 1° and 15°.  The raw data, as shown in Figure 31, does not reveal much in 

its current form.  

   

Before running this experiment, we scanned an identical glass slide with no sample 

deposited in order to obtain the scattering data from the substrate, sample holder, and 

anything else the X-ray photons interact with other than the sample we are studying.  We 

Figure 31:  raw data from X-
ray scattering experiment at 
room temperature with a 
30% MHDA nanoparticle 
sample. 
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can then subtract that data from our raw results, and a more revealing curve is created, as 

seen in Figure 32. 

 

This curve still contains some data from the direct beam.  This number decreases along a 

Gaussian curve as 2θ increases.  To remove the data from this direct beam, we mask out 

the area where we expect to find our significant data, leaving a small amount of data at 

low and high angle values with which we can fit a Gaussian curve, as shown in Figure 33.  

Sometimes it is necessary to remove a second Gaussian curve that results from the side-

by-side close packing of the molecules within a smectic layer.  This signal is greatly 

disordered and centered well above our scanning range, but the peak is so broad that it 

contributes a signal to the high q end of our data.  This is essentially a secondary sample 

background that sometimes (but not always) contributes enough signal to be visible in 

the data. 

Figure 32:  raw data from 
Figure 31 after background 
data is removed. 
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Subtracting this Gaussian then leaves us with photons scattering directly off our sample.  

This remaining curve is a combination of several peaks that are quite wide compared to 

the narrow, sharp peaks found in scans of crystalline samples.  This is typical of liquid 

crystal materials, which have significantly less order than fully crystalline materials, and 

thus, the repeating spacing that causes the diffraction will vary across the sample.[11, 12, 

40, 53]  In Figure 34 we see the Gaussian curves that fit this data. 

 

Figure 33:  Gaussian curve 
from the direct beam shown 
in red. 

Figure 34:  Direct beam data 
removed; three Gaussian curves 
fit to remaining data. 
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 These samples are primarily disordered; comprised of small, short-range crystals.  

With so few crystalline layers, the Taylor series that would model this crystal can be 

approximated instead as a Gaussian.[76]  That is why we fit Gaussian curves whenever 

we are measuring smectic layers.[74]  If we were investigating the nematic structure a 

Lorentzian would be more appropriate because the nematic is modeled by a decaying 

exponential.  A decaying exponential is characteristic of an amorphous, non-ordered 

sample, which describes the nematic phase well.  The Fourier transform of this decaying 

exponential is a Lorentzian, so the Gaussian would not be appropriate for nematic 

ordering. 

 The fact that our data more closely fits a Gaussian curve, even above the 

smectic-nematic transition temperature, confirms that we are obtaining data from the 

liquid crystal molecules disordered by the nanoparticles, forming smectic layers amongst 

the nematic bulk.[77]  However the weak signals and broad peaks tell us that this smectic 

ordering is short range and irregularly spaced.[78] 

 Despite the fact that the data obtained from these samples is relatively broad and 

disordered, we are able to fit the data using only three or four Gaussian curves.  We fit 

the data using as few curves as is possible in order to accurately represent the structures 

that were responsible for causing them.  Using too few curves would result in 

unacceptably high error, while using too many would dilute the usefulness of the data.  

While it is possible to fit nearly any data set if you use enough curves, analyzing those 

curves and tracking trends would be impractical and very difficult. 

The peaks centered around q=0.2, 0.45, and 0.7 Å-1 correspond to spacing of 

31.42 Å, 14.96 Å, and 8.97 Å respectively.[53]  A single 8CB molecule is approximately 
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22.5 Å long, but a pair of 8CB molecules interdigitates to form a “rod” that is about 31.5 

Å long [40] (see Figure 35). 

 

   

 

 

 
 

 

 

This tells us that nearly perpendicular smectic layers are causing the q=0.2 Å-1 peak, so 

we can calculate that the molecules are leaning at 4.1° from normal by using Formula 2: 

 cos φ = d/L       (2) 

where d is the d-spacing calculated from the 

q-value, and L is the length of the 

interdigitated 8CB “rod”; see Figure 36 for 

the geometry, and Figure 37 for the 

repetitive spacing that causes this peak 

(marked “A”).  The other two peaks are 

caused by 8CB smectic layers that aligned 

with faces of the faceted nanoparticles that 

were neither perpendicular, nor parallel to 

the substrate (Figure 37, marked “B”).  See 

page 54 for more details of the faceting. 

Figure 35:  Two 8CB molecules interdigitate to form a 
“rod” approximately 31.5 Å long with hydrophobic 
ends and a hydrophilic middle. 

Figure 36:  geometry of calculating the 
tilt of molecules in smectic layers. 
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The width of each peak gives us an 

idea of how far the order corresponding to 

each peak extends throughout the sample.  

Narrow peaks indicate greater order.  The 

height of the peaks is indicative of the 

overall ordering as well, but this is mainly a 

relative assessment, since this depends on 

the power of the X-ray source, as well as how 

accurately the beam is aligned.  Within a series 

of scans where the sample, beam, and 

alignment are unchanged, peak heights can be compared qualitatively, but if any of those 

factors are changed, comparing peak intensity would be speculative at best. 

 Without removing the sample from the stage, we annealed this sample by raising 

the temperature to 50°C, which is above the “clearing point” and well into the isotropic 

phase of 8CB.  We lowered the set temperature back to room temperature and allowed 

the sample to slowly cool on its own, a rate of approximately 1°C per minute.  When the 

temperature stabilized, a second scan was run with the same parameters as the pre-

annealing data.  After removing the background, as before, we are left with the curves 

found in Figure 38. 

Figure 37:  cartoon depicting the 
different repetitive geometries that 
produce peaks in X-ray scattering data. 
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Note that the large peak around q=0.7 Å-1 in Figure 31 nearly disappears after annealing, 

while the small, neatly ordered peak around q=0.2 Å-1 in Figure 35 grew greatly.  Both 

peaks seem to have shifted to the left slightly as well.  The central peak at q=0.45 Å-1 

seems only to have broadened.  The dramatic growth of the q=0.2 Å-1 peak post-

annealing is evidence that depositing the sample disturbs the nanoparticles, and 

annealing allows the particles to realign and form smectic layers in an orientation needed 

for Bragg diffraction.  The peak center shifting to lower q values indicates that the d-

spacing of the smectic layers is larger than pre-annealing, so the molecules have 

decreased their tilt angle to closer to normal with respect to the layer planes. 

Only those layers that are perpendicular to the substrate will cause the 

constructive interference that is detected in the experiment due to the orientation of the 

X-rays.  The smectic layers of 8CB naturally align parallel to the substrate, but they also 

align tangential to the surface of some coated nanoparticles and normal to the surface of 

others.  In three dimensions, some of the smectic layers surrounding these nanoparticles 

will be properly oriented to diffract X-rays.  The X-rays that are scattered by the in-plane 

Figure 38:  Gaussian 
curves fit to data from 
annealed sample 
(background data 
removed). 
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8CB molecules will amount to a very broad, very shallow signal that does not contribute 

significantly to the data we collect.  

Figure 39 shows the data with all background information removed when the 

annealed sample temperature is raised to 30.17°C (±0.056°C), still in the smectic-A 

phase and below the nematic transition temperature of 30.39°C (±0.056°C; as found by 

PO microscopy for this sample). 

 

Here, the peaks around q=0.4 Å-1 and q=0.7 Å-1 are dominant, while the q=0.2 Å-1 peak 

is considerably smaller than in the annealed room temperature data.  This suggests that 

there is less order amongst smectic layers as the sample approaches the transition 

temperature, and the lateral ordering is increasing. 

Figure 39:  annealed 
sample raised to 
30.17°C (±0.056°C), still 
in the smectic-A phase. 
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Figure 40 shows the amplitude of the peak around q=0.7 Å-1 increasing as the 

temperature is increased to 30.28°C (±0.056°C), which is still in the smectic-A phase, 

just below the transition temperature of 30.39°C as found by PO microscopy (see Table 

II). 

  

Figure 40:  annealed 
sample raised to 
30.28°C (±0.056°C), 
which is still in the 
smectic-A phase. 
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Figure 41 shows both the peaks around q=0.4 Å-1 and q=0.7 Å-1 dropping once 

the sample reaches 30.39°C (±0.056°C), the SmA-N transition temperature as 

determined via PO microscopy.  The intensity of the signal drops as we reach the 

transition temperature.  Disorder in the sample due to molecules shifting from smectic 

layers to the less ordered nematic results in less constructive interference. 

 

  

Figure 41:  annealed 
sample at 30.39°C 
(±0.056°C), the SmA-N 
transition temperature. 
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Figure 42 shows the result of a scan at 30.61°C (±0.056°C); the curves fit to this 

data show a (relatively) tightly packed q=0.4 Å-1 peak, but a very broad peak that has 

shifted further left to q=0.6 Å-1 as we passed the transition point into the nematic phase.  

The sudden jump at q=0.4 Å-1 is peculiar, and should be compared to more detailed 

MDHA results in the next section.  The peak around q=0.6 Å-1 has broadened, so the 

correlation length is much shorter in the nematic phase.  This makes sense given that the 

only smectic layers still present will be those very close to the nanoparticles. 

 Despite the fact that the data obtained from these samples is relatively broad and 

disordered, we are able to fit the data using only three or four Gaussian curves.  We fit 

the data using as few curves as is possible in order to accurately represent the structures 

that were responsible for causing them.  Using too few curves would result in 

unacceptably high error, while using too many would dilute the effectiveness of the data.  

While it is possible to fit nearly any data set if you use enough curves, analyzing those 

curves and tracking trends would be unphysical. 

Figure 42:  annealed 
sample at 30.61°C 
(±0.056°C) in the 
nematic phase. 
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The FeCo nanoparticles were synthesized using a polyol process whereby metal 

precursor salts are dissolved in glycol, heated to its boiling point (roughly 200°C).  The 

mixture was heated to the reflux point, so it was boiling at constant volume, for two 

hours.  The compounds go through complicated intermediate phases, and then combine 

to form FeCo.[79, 80]  At the times and temperatures used, this process produces 

nanoparticles 2nm in diameter.  The nanoparticles experience minimal oxidation unless 

exposed to temperatures exceeding 350° C.[81]  

Our FeCo nanoparticles have a body centered cubic (BCC) crystalline 

structure[82, 83] that gives the nanostructures a rhombicuboctahedron shape.  The 

rhombicuboctahedron can be imagined as a cube that has had all twelve edges cut away 

at 45° angles, and its eight corners cut away to make equilateral triangular faces (see 

Figure 43). 

 

We will refer to the remaining portions of the original cube (found in the (100), (010), 

and (001) planes, shown in red in Figure 44) as the “cubic faces”, the faces formed by 

cutting away the edges (found in the (110), (1 1 0), (101), (10 1 ), (0 1 1 ), and (011) 

planes, shown in blue in Figure 44) as the “edge faces”, and the triangular faces (found in 

the (111), (11 1 ), (1 1 1), and ( 1 11) planes, shown in green in Figure 44) as the “corner 

faces”.[83] 

Figure 43:  Rhombicuboctahedron faceted 
nanoparticle. 
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The interior angles formed between the cubic faces (red) and the edge faces (blue) 

measures 135°, between the edge faces (blue) and the corner faces (green) measures 

145.7°, and between the cubic faces (red) and the corner faces (green) measures 114.1°. 

In the case of MHDA and PEG, the molecules protrude out from the surface, normal to 

their facet. 

 We believe the faceted surfaces of the nanoparticles provide a structure on which 

smectic layers form in the vicinity of the functionalized nanoparticle.  The layers may 

form parallel to the nearest facet, at angles to neighboring smectic regions with a defect 

in between.  The liquid crystals will still possess a tilt angle within their smectic layer, but 

not necessarily the same tilt angle from one “grain” to another.  The term “grain” is 

much better suited to crystalline materials than soft liquid crystals, but it is used here to 

refer to the short-range ordered section of the liquid crystal system.  While the tilt angle 

will change according to temperature fluctuations, those changes occur in lock step.  In 

other words, the difference in the tilt angles (from one grain to another) stays the same 

independent of temperature.  This difference is possibly due to the faceted structure of 

the nanoparticles. 

We believe 8CB molecules in the presence of these faceted nanoparticles may 

align with each face according to the properties of the functionalization compound.  

MHDA has been found to orient the 8CB molecules normal to the surface of the 

nanoparticle.  With the 8CB molecules aligning to the faces, the smectic layers they form 

will meet at the same angles of the faces listed above.  These angular differences are large 

Figure 44:  Cubic faces in red, 
edge faces in blue, corner faces 
in green. 
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enough that they will form disclinations or defects where the different layers meet.  This 

means that the smectic layers aligning with a cubic face will meet the layers of an edge 

face at a 135° angle.  The disclinations seen in smectic layers (bend, twist, and splay, see 

Figure 18) determine how these layers distort to meet the surrounding bulk ordered 

liquid crystals.[68] 

 Our X-ray scattering data has quantized peaks centered on specific q-values, 

indicating preferred tilt angles, which we believe is a consequence of the faceted 

structure of the nanoparticles.  If our nanoparticles were perfectly round, the scattering 

data would consist of one extremely broad peak, covering all tilt angles from 0° to 90°.  

The fact that we do see these quantized peaks also means these samples have minimal 

agglomeration of nanoparticles.[84]  Misshapen or agglomerated particles would provide 

additional tilt angle data that would obscure the peaks we do see in our scattering results.  

The particles are not perfect, and neither is the liquid crystal ordering that takes place in 

their vicinity, so the data is consistent with a mostly disordered material.  In addition, we 

see this structure because the nanoparticles and the dislocations or defects they form 

align (see Figure 30). 

We expect the tilt angle of the 8CB with respect to its smectic layers (and by 

extension, the facet to which it is aligned) to be consistent from one facet to the next.  

The lock-step movement of the peak centers in our MHDA experiment supports this 

theory.  We can determine the tilt angle from the different faces by calculating the angles 

of the molecules with respect to the substrate, then subtracting the angle of the facet 

with respect to the substrate. 

We need to find the transition from smectic phase to nematic to determine the 

behavior as the transition is reached.  The transition temperature is dependent upon the 
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functionalization of the nanoparticles, and these points were determined for each of our 

mixtures using polarized optical microscopy.  The transition temperatures are shown in 

Table II below. 

Table II:  Sm-N transition temperatures of X-ray sample. 

Content 100% 8CB 30% MHDA N.P. 30% PEG N.P. 

Transition Temp. 33.77° C 30.63° C 30.89° C 

 

 
 

Results 

MHDA 

 Having completed our preliminary X-ray scattering experiment, we prepared a 

more extensive investigation of MHDA-coated nanoparticles in 8CB.  We deposited a 

new sample with the same nanoparticle concentration to study over a greater range of 

temperatures and with greater detail.  After annealing the sample, as was done with the 

preliminary experiment, we scanned the sample starting at room temperature of 26.67°C 

(±0.056°C) using the same X-ray power (50kV and 100mA) over the angles 2θ = 1-17°. 

We ran scans on the sample, raising the temperature in increments of 0.25°C (±0.056°C) 

up to 29.44°C (±0.056°C), then increments of 0.1°C up to 31.56°C (±0.056°C), well 

above the transition temperature of 30.39°C, as found by PO microscopy. 

The first operation uses the q value to find the d-spacing of the smectic layers, 

which is then used to calculate the angle the molecule forms with the substrate.  For the 

layers perpendicular to the substrate, this is also the tilt angle.  If the peak resulted from 
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layers at an angle to the substrate, from aligning with the edge or corner facets, the angle 

of the facets must be taken into account. 

In our MHDA experiments, at 30° C the lowest q value peak is centered around 

q=0.2 Å-1, which gives us a d-spacing of 31.4 Å, so we know these molecules form a 4.7° 

angle with the substrate.  This angle is small enough that we can assume it is the tilt angle 

of the molecules aligning with the facets that are perpendicular to the substrate. 

The next peak is centered around q=0.4 Å-1 from a d-spacing of 15.7 Å.  In this 

case, the molecules are aligned to a facet that is at an angle with the substrate (either a 

corner facet or an edge facet), so the d-spacing is not the smectic layer spacing, but is the 

X-component [85] (the beam direction) of the smectic layer spacing.  Assuming these 

molecules are aligned with the edge faces, the 15.7 Å measurement tells us these 

molecules form a 60.1° angle with the substrate, but the tilt angle with respect to the 

nanoparticle facet is 60.1°-45° = 15.1°. 

The 10.4° difference between the tilt angle of the cubic facet 8CB molecules and 

the edge facet 8CB molecules is most likely due to the interaction with the bulk 8CB 

smectic layers.  By increasing the tilt angle on the edge facet 8CB molecules, the system 

lessens the severity of the defects where the angled smectic layers meet the bulk smectic 

layers, resulting in a lower energy system.  Also lessening the energy of this system is the 

fact that the primary distortion for that interface is splay, a low-energy distortion. 

The next peak of the MHDA experiment is centered around q=0.65 with a d-

spacing of 9.6 Å.  These molecules form a 72.2° angle with the substrate.  The final peak, 

centered around q=0.9 gives a d-spacing of 7.0 Å.  These molecules have a 77.2° angle 

with the substrate.  These two measurements are close enough that we expect the 

molecules aligning with the corner faces of the nanoparticle cause them both.  We would 
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expect the angle formed between a corner face 8CB molecule and the substrate would be 

65.9°, so it appears that these molecules are also influenced by the surrounding bulk.  

The fact that we see two independent peaks suggests that some corner faces have a tilt 

angle of 6.3°, while others have a tilt angle of 11.3°.  This could be due to the fact that 

the molecules of neighboring “grains” are oriented at slightly different angles.  In an 

effort to minimize the interfacial energy (the defects), these corner molecules may tilt 

more or less depending on the tilt angle of the molecules in the neighboring “grain”. 

It is important to mention that while the MHDA experiment resulted in four 

peaks for most temperatures, the data from the PEG experiment was easily fit with only 

three.  The low q peak around q=0.2 is not present in the PEG data.  We attributed the 

low-q peak in the MHDA experiment to the 8CB molecules aligning with the cubic faces 

of the nanoparticles.  This configuration requires high-energy defects caused by bend 

and twist distortions as those aligned smectic layers interface with the bulk smectic 

layers.  The smectic layers aligned with 

corner faces and the upper and lower edge 

faces, on the other hand, would only 

require a splay distortion to blend into 

surrounding smectic layers.  Splay is a low 

energy distortion, thus these layers would 

be preferential to the high-energy bend 

and twist layers. 

With the short, stiff MHDA 

molecules coating a nanoparticle, the 

Figure 45:  PEG-coated nanoparticle with 
8CB rods forming “grains” aligned to 
facets. Lower energy edge grains 
highlighted. Horizontal cubic face grains 
preferentially disorder to lower the 
energy of the system. 
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nearest 8CB molecules would be held rigidly in place, creating a structure where the 

cubic face smectic layers can form.  PEG is a long, flexible molecule that extends a great 

distance from the surface of the nanoparticle.  This would allow minimizing the size of 

the high energy cubic face “grains”, enlarging the lower energy edge and corner “grains”.  

By aiding in the distortion of the aligned smectic layers, the PEG molecules make the 

high-energy cubic face alignment unnecessary, leading to areas of disordered 8CB (see 

Figure 45).  This is why we do not see a low q peak in our PEG data. 

 Starting at near room temperature of 26.67°C (±0.056°C), we obtained the scan 

data found in Figure 46.  This was a newly mixed sample and did not come from the 

same batch.  Consequently, these curves are quite different from those in the preliminary 

experiment at this same temperature with the same functionalization compound. The 

peak near q=0.65Å-1 is dominant, though quite broad. We have a clear peak around 

q=0.4Å-1 describing the plane-to-plane order, and a subtle peak near q=1.0Å-1 that was 

not present in the previous scans.  That position corresponds to a layer spacing of 

d=6.28Å, which is roughly the width of an 8CB “rod”. 

We raised the temperature of the sample stage, taking scans at regular 

increments.  For the sake of brevity, this data will be summarized later. As the 

temperature is raised from ambient room temperature in the Smectic-A phase, the peak 

previously around q=0.4Å-1 shifts down to around to q=0.25Å-1 for several degrees C, 

then at about 29.5°C peaks are present both at q=0.2Å-1 and q=0.4Å-1 (see Figure 47 at 

30.00°C).  Since these peaks correspond to plane spacing of 31.4Å and 15.7Å, this could 

mean there are two separate smectic structures occurring.  The first (with spacing of 

31.4Å) would have liquid crystal rods standing almost normal to the smectic planes, and 

parallel to the substrate.  The second (15.7Å spacing) would have liquid crystal rods lying 
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60.1° from the vertical.  The q=0.7Å-1 peak is still prominent, but slightly narrower.  The 

q=1.0Å-1 peak is now taller and more significant. 

 

 

 

Figure 46:  Temperature 26.67° C ±0.056°C, smectic phase. 

Figure 47:  Temperature 30.00° C ±0.056°C, smectic phase. 
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We see that the q=0.7Å-1 peak shrinks and shifts to slightly lower q-value, and 

the q=0.2Å-1 peak grows taller than the q=0.4Å-1 peak when we reach the Sm-N 

transition temperature (see Figure 48).  The high q peak has shifted slightly to the left 

and broadened a bit as evidence of disordering during transition.  The decrease of the 

q=0.7Å-1 peak’s intensity suggests that during transition, the rearranging of molecules 

from smectic layers to a nematic structure happens chaotically, with much less 

consistency in the molecule-to-molecule spacing. 

When we surpass the transition temperature and continue into the nematic (as 

seen in Figure 49), the peak near q=0.2Å-1 has shifted up to nearly q=0.3Å-1 and 

continues to grow more intense, becoming the dominant peak of this curve, while the 

peak near q=0.7Å-1 narrows further.  The growth of the q=0.3Å-1 peak is interesting, as it 

indicates that we have greater smectic layer formation (in proximity to the nanoparticles) 

when in the nematic phase than we did in the smectic phase.  This supports the assertion 

that liquid crystals are free to reorient within limits and/or that the nanoparticles rotate 

as the temperature changes.[86] 

The smectic layers around the nanoparticles, and the liquid crystal molecules 

uninfluenced by the presence of the nanoparticles meet these layers at odd angles, 

forming a disclination (see Chapter 5).  When the phase of the bulk changes from 

smectic to nematic, the order of those smectic layers dissolves into simple directional 

order.  The molecules are more freely able to align with the smectic layers surrounding 

the nanoparticles when there is less order in the surrounding nematic bulk. 
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Figure 48:  Temperature 30.33° C ±0.056°C, Sm-N transition. 

Figure 49:  Temperature 30.67° C ±0.056°C, nematic phase. 
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Further into the nematic, this effect lessens, as shown in Figure 50, but there is 

still a substantial amount of smectic layer ordering present, giving us the peaks at 

q=0.25Å-1 and q=0.45Å-1.  The three main peaks have evened out to being almost equal, 

while the smaller peak near q=0.9Å-1 appears nearly unchanged since the transition. 

The data in Figure 50 is considerably different from that found in our 

preliminary experiments at similar temperatures.  It seems that the peculiar jump in 

intensity seen in Figure 42 was an anomaly that was not repeated.  In fact, none of the 

peaks in Figure 42 resemble those from Figure 50.  Disagreements between preliminary 

data and this more detailed experiment are attributed to using different samples (of the 

same compounds).  Errors that occurred during experiments were always recorded and 

scans repeated if necessary. 

 

 

 

Figure 50:  Temperature 31.44° C ±0.056°C, nematic phase. 
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Figure 51 shows a summary of the movement of the low q peak that appeared 

halfway through the experiment around 29.7°C.  With a low q of 0.18Å-1 and a high of 

0.29Å-1, this layer spacing ranges from d=34.9Å to 21.7Å, with the largest jump at the 

transition temperature (indicated by the blue line), going from d=31.1Å at 30.56°C to 

d=21.7Å at 30.67°C.  After an initially stable climb in q position, the values change more 

drastically around the transition temperature and into the nematic phase. 

The other low q peak (labeled “Peak 2” in the legend of Figures 50 and 51), 

whose varying q values are seen in Figure 52, was present throughout the experiment 

starting at room temperature.  The movement of this peak is quite dramatic, beginning 

around q=0.38Å-1, dropping as low as q=0.22Å-1, and rising as high as q=0.48Å-1 in the 

nematic phase.  This translates to d-spacings of 16.53Å at room temperature, a minimum 

of 13.09Å at the transition temperature, and a maximum of 28.56Å at several points 

between 27.5°C and 29.6°C.  So the molecules forming this smectic layer were tilted 

anywhere from 24.95° from vertical (at the maximum layer separation) to 65.44° from 

vertical (at the minimum layer separation).  
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Figure 51a:  Position of low q peak (Peak 1); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 51b:  d-spacing of low q peak (Peak 1) vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 52a:  Position of low q peak (Peak 2); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 52b:  d-spacing of low q peak (Peak 2) vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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 The summary of the q values of peak 3 (see Figure 53) shows us that this peak 

moves quite a bit between room temperature and the transition temperature, dropping 

significantly for more than 1°C before returning to its original position when 

approaching the nematic phase. This peak is more stable once the sample is nematic. 

 The high q peak drops (movement summary seen in Figure 54) between room 

temperature and the transition point before rising again for the nematic as with the other 

peaks.  The high q peak translated to d-spacing in this data has a maximum of 7.95Å and 

a minimum of 6.16Å. 
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Figure 53a:  Position of mid q peak (Peak 3); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 53b: d-spacing of mid q peak (Peak 3) vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 54a:  Position of high q peak (Peak 4); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

Figure 54b:  d-spacing of high q peak (Peak 4) vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 55 shows the movement of each peak as the temperature rises.  There is a 

noticeable and consistent shift in the peak positions between 27°C and 29°C.  While the 

change is more subtle, there is a small jump or drop in each peak at the smectic-nematic 

transition temperature of 30.63°C (as found by Cordoyiannis, et al.).[8] 

 

  

 

Figure 55a:  Summary of peak positions; Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown 
applies to all data points of their respective set. 
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It is helpful to study the correlation length of these peaks as a way of quantifying 

the order in the system.  The correlation length is found by the equation: 

ξ = 2π / Δq         (3) 

where Δq is the full width half maximum of the peak.  The correlation length tells us the 

distance over which the orientational order is consistent.[2]  This gives us a way to 

measure the range of the reorganizational influence the nanoparticle has on the 

surrounding liquid crystal molecules. 

Figure 56 summarizes the correlation length of peak 1 (the low q value peak that 

appeared halfway through the experiment) at different temperatures.  For this peak, we 

see a dramatic drop in correlation length at the transition temperature, but the length 

increases as the temperature continues to rise.  We see substantial variation in the 

Figure 55b:  Summary of MHDA average d-spacings; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points of their respective set. 
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correlation length throughout the experiment, but this variation is much greater in the 

nematic phase than in the smectic. 

The most interesting part of Figure 57, showing the correlation length of peak 2 

(the low q peak describing smectic layer spacing) throughout the experiment, is the 

extreme jump from the data set’s minimum length of 10Å to its maximum of about 47Å 

that occurs between 27.2°C and 27.4°C (±0.056°C), 3.2°C below the Sm-N transition 

temperature.  This fluctuation was so extreme, given the rest of the data points were 

between 17 and 32Å, it may be an anomaly that would not be present in repeated scans.  

However, this is the same temperature where the center positions of peaks 2, 3, and 4 all 

moved to lower q values.  Since the temperature of 27.4°C (±0.056°C) where this jump 

occurred is not any known transition temperature, it may be indicative of an as yet 

unclassified phase transformation in the vicinity of the nanoparticles (as described by the 

correlation length), or possibly a pre-transitional change.  
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Figure 56:  Correlation length of low q peak (Peak 1); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

Figure 57:  Correlation length of low q peak (Peak 2); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 58 shows the correlation length evolution for the mid-q peak around 

q=0.7Å-1.  The correlation length fluctuates from about 13Å up to 26.5Å, though these 

extremes are much less radical than we saw for peak 2.  Generally the correlation length 

is higher and more stable in the nematic phase, above the transition temperature.  This 

tells us that the lateral molecule-to-molecule order in the smectic phase is less stable, and 

perhaps less dependent on temperature than other influencing factors like interfacial 

interaction.  Again we see the most drastic changes around 27.5°C, further supporting 

our suspicions. 

 Figure 59, displaying the correlation length progression of peak 4 (around 

q=0.9Å), has a clear drop in correlation length between 27.8°C and 28.8°C, but shows 

little deviation from its upward trajectory across the bulk transition temperature.  This 

would suggest that this spacing, referring to the lateral space between molecules, 

underwent more of a transition at 27.8°C than at the bulk transition point of 30.63°C.[8] 
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Figure 58:  Correlation length of mid q peak (Peak 3); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 59:  Correlation length of high q peak (Peak 4); Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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 Figure 60 shows the correlation lengths of all the peaks studied as the 

temperature is raised.  It demonstrates that peak 2 (smectic layer spacing, q=0.4Å-1) had 

the most wildly fluctuating data, and peak 1 (smectic layer spacing of near-normal 

molecules, q=0.2Å-1) had the highest average correlation length.  All or most of the 

peaks appear to be under the effects of the functionalization compound. 

 
 

 
 

 

  

Figure 60:  Summary of correlation lengths; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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PEG 

 We measured a second set of samples using a different functionalization 

compound, which we can compare to our completed MHDA composite experiment.  

We produced a sample with the same 30% by weight concentration of nanoparticles as 

in the first dataset, but replaced the MHDA nanoparticles with PEG-coated 

nanoparticles.  We then ran the same set of scans at the same temperatures and 

parameters. 

The room temperature curve for the PEG particles, seen in Figure 61, is 

markedly different from the MHDA curve at the same temperature.  This plot shows a 

very distinct q=0.7Å-1 peak that is relatively narrow compared to that which appeared in 

the MHDA data. 

Nearing the Sm-N transition temperature, in Figure 62 we see a slight decrease in 

the intensity of the q=0.7Å-1 peak, but no other changes.  This is surprising, given the 

constant fluctuating of the peak locations and intensities in the MHDA data.  Another 

difference to note is the lack of a fourth peak in this data. 
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Figure 61:  Temperature 26.67°C ±0.056°C; smectic phase. 

Figure 62:  Temperature 30.56°C ±0.056°C; smectic phase. 
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At the transition, seen in Figure 63, we have another slight shrinking of the 

q=0.7Å-1 peak and the high q peak has grown and shifted left slightly to about q=0.8Å-1, 

but no dramatic changes.  This is surprising given the indications of disorder we found 

with the MHDA sample, none of which are present in this data. 

Figure 64 shows data taken just above the transition temperature (into the 

nematic phase), where the high q peak lost intensity and shifted right to about q=0.9Å-1.  

The low q peak at q=0.45Å-1 (for the smectic layer ordering) has lower intensity as well, 

while the peak at q=0.7Å-1 appears unchanged.  
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Figure 63:  Temperature 30.89°C ±0.056°C; Sm-N transition. 
 

Figure 64:  Temperature 31.11°C ±0.056°C, nematic phase. 
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Almost a degree above the transition point into the nematic, this curve (Figure 

65) is nearly identical to that seen closer to the transition.  Given the dramatic instability 

seen in the MHDA sample, this kind of consistency is remarkable and gives convincing 

evidence that nanoparticle termination plays a key role in short-range molecular order.  

The two experiments were identical in all parameters except for the functionalization 

compound on the nanoparticles in the mixture.  While MHDA molecules attached to a 

nanoparticle align the 8CB rods normal to the surface of the particle, the PEG molecules 

are large and flexible, and may be more likely to deform themselves to conform to the 

surrounding 8CB molecules rather than reorder them. 

 

 

  

Figure 65:  Temperature 31.67°C ±0.056°C, nematic phase. 
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Figure 66 shows a summary of the movement of the low q peak as the 

temperature is raised throughout the experiment.  The first thing to note about the 

movement of the low q peak (created by smectic layer diffraction, around q=0.4Å-1), is 

that there is so little movement that this graph has to use three decimal points to make 

any significant analysis.  What we can see at this scale is the small spike in position that 

occurs at the transition.  The smectic layer spacing goes from an average of 13.779Å 

(±0.120Å) in the smectic to 13.368Å (±0.120Å) at the transition point, then back to an 

average of 13.585 (±0.120Å) in the nematic.  In terms of molecule tilt angle, the average 

tilt angle from normal in the smectic phase is 64.06° (±0.24°), 64.89° (±0.24°) at the 

transition, and 64.45° (±0.24°) in the nematic (all with respect to the substrate).  This 

signal is most likely caused by the molecules aligning with one of the edge facets (110), 

forming a 45 degree angle with the cubic faces (100).  So the tilt angle with respect to the 

facet goes from 19.06° (±0.24°), to 19.89° (±0.24°) at the transition, to 19.45° (±0.24°) 

in the nematic.  To clarify, when the phrase “in the nematic” is used, it is referring to the 

state of the bulk. 
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Figure 66a:  Position of low q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points.  

Figure 66b:  d-spacing of low q peak vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points.  
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As with the low q peak, the peak around q=0.69Å-1, had very little movement as 

well (Figure 67).  By far the most dramatic movement occurred at the transition, where 

the spacing went from a high of 9.132Å (±0.032Å) to a low of 9.002Å (±0.032Å). 

The high q peak, around q=0.9Å-1, has more movement than the other two, but 

has a distinct and very brief position shift at the transition temperature (Figure 68).  This 

brings the maximum spacing to 7.757Å (±0.159Å) from an average of 7.100 (±0.159Å). 
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Figure 67a:  Position of mid q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 67b:  d-spacing of mid q peak vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 68a:  Position of high q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

Figure 68b:  d-spacing of high q peak vs. Temperature; 
Temperature ±0.056°C; error shown applies to all data points. 
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Compared to the MHDA peak movement summary, the PEG samples had 

remarkably little movement throughout the experiment (Figure 69).  The transition point 

is easily identified by a small deviation.  Interestingly, the scattered signal was stronger 

and less noisy than that of the MHDA experiment. 

The correlation length of the low q peak (around q=0.4Å-1 seen in Figure 70) has 

a much more distinct change at the transition temperature than did the peak position, 

increasing from about 27Å to 40Å.  As was mentioned earlier, the 8CB “rod” length of 

31.5Å means that this is little more than the length of the molecule.  It may seem like 

this distance would have to be a multiple of the length of the rods, but we found from 

the peak position that the d-spacing here 13.6-13.8Å because the rods are at an angle.  

The correlation length is also an average, as there will be some areas with three layers 

and others with four, the average comes out to a non-integer in between. 
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Figure 69a:  Summary of peak positions; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

Figure 69b:  Summary of PEG d-spacings; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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The correlation distance of the central peak (around q=0.69 Å-1 seen in Figure 

71) only fluctuates a few angstroms throughout the experiment, with a small spike at the 

transition temperature.  With an average d-spacing of 9.065Å, we can deduce that the 

molecular order is correlated for three or four molecular “rods”. 

 The high q peak (around q=0.9Å-1 seen in Figure 72) varies in correlation length 

more than the central peak, with a sizeable drop between room temperature and the 

transition point.  We only have eight data points in the nematic phase to use for 

reference, but it appears that the correlation length is generally the same on the nematic 

side of the transition as it is on the smectic side.  This holds true for the central and high 

q peaks, but the low q peak had significantly higher correlation lengths in the nematic 

phase. 

  

Figure 70:  Correlation length of low q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 71:  Correlation length of mid q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 72:  Correlation length of high q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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 The transition point is clearly visible in this summary data in Figure 73, although 

each of the three peaks behaves differently at the transition.  The correlation length of 

the low q peak is discontinuous at the transition with a sudden increase of 13Å.  The 

central q peak is continuous with a small increase at the transition.  The high q peak is 

continuous with a large, gradual decrease to its minimum at the transition.  

 

 

Figure 73:  Summary of correlation lengths; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Comparing the MHDA and PEG data 

 

Figure 74 demonstrates how stable the smectic layer spacing around the PEG-

coated particles is compared to MHDA-coated particles.  Included in the graph are both 

the single peak present at lower temperatures and the second peak that appeared in the 

MHDA experiments, as both are credited with describing the smectic layer spacing.  The 

MHDA sample has larger smectic layer spacing than the PEG for almost the entire 

experiment, meaning that the molecular “rods” are standing nearly normal to the 

nanoparticle surface in the MHDA sample, while nearly lying down in the PEG sample. 

It is very easy to see in Figure 75 how much the MHDA peak moved around 

compared to the PEG peak.  The liquid crystal molecule-to-molecule spacing is much 

more stable with a PEG-coated nanoparticle than an MHDA-coated one.  The d-spacing 

in the MHDA sample was considerably larger than that of the PEG sample for the 

majority of the experiment. 
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Figure 74a:  Low q peak position comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 74b:  d-spacing comparison of low q peaks; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 75a:  Mid q peak position comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 75b:  d-spacing comparison of mid q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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 The high q peak of the PEG experiments, shown in Figure 76, moved much 

more than the other two peaks, but it still was quite consistent compared to the MHDA 

sample.  On average they are close in q-value, and by extension, close in d-spacing as 

well. 

 We can see in Figure 77 that while the correlation length of the PEG sample’s 

smectic layer spacing is more consistent than the MHDA sample, their average values are 

similar. 

 

  

Figure 76a:  High q peak position comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Figure 77:  Low q peak correlation length comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

 

Figure 76b:  d-spacing comparison of high q peak; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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In Figure 78, the PEG sample had much higher correlation lengths for the 

molecule-to-molecule lateral spacing than the MHDA sample.  This is most likely related 

to the size and shape of the interface involved in these interactions.  MHDA is a very 

small molecule compared to PEG-3000.  The outer diameter of the PEG coating on a 

2nm nanoparticle will be greater than that of the MHDA coating on a 2nm nanoparticle.  

The curvature of the PEG-coated particle will cause less distortion in the smectic layers, 

in the form of bend and splay.  This explains why the rods are closer together in the 

PEG sample, as was determined in the “movement of peak 2 comparison plot”.  It is 

reasonable to assume that more tightly packed molecules have more influence on each 

other, in other words, greater correlation.  This data supports that assumption. 

In Figure 79, the PEG sample had substantially higher correlation lengths.  With 

the bend and splay induced by the tight curvature on the surface of an MDHA-coated 

nanoparticle, the smectic layers around that particle will form disclinations (liquid crystal 

dislocations) and experience frustration in close proximity to well ordered smectic layers 

that do not match in director and plane alignment.  These frequent disclinations will 

prevent long correlation lengths from being possible.  The larger radius of the PEG-

coated nanoparticles causes less bend, twist, and splay in the smectic layers, thus allowing 

longer correlation lengths before disclinations become necessary. 
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Figure 78:  Mid q peak correlation length comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 

. 

Figure 79:  High q peak correlation length comparison; Temperature ±0.056°C; 
error shown applies to all data points. 
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Chapter 5:  Halo Phenomenon 

 

Observations 

 We observed that PEG coated particles exhibited a phenomenon where the 

liquid crystal formed a smectic layer in the vicinity of the particle, roughly circular in 

shape, surrounded by bare substrate (Figure 80) in the course of conducting our AFM 

experiments. 

 

We dubbed this the “halo phenomenon”, and found it was quite prevalent in areas 

where the concentration was thin enough to show the bare substrate.  There have been 

many works that discuss the way the liquid crystal, the nanoparticle, and the 

functionalization interact,[30] involving a structure that looks as the “halo”. Most of 

these works involve the nematic phase and particles in the micron range. 

We performed AFM scans on a dilute deposition of PEG coated particles to see 

if the PEG itself was visible as a halo.  If not, the 8CB would for some reason be 

forming these unique structures with these particles that we did not see with any other 

functionalization compounds.  Figure 81 shows a PEG coated particle on bare glass with 

no liquid crystal.   

Figure 80:  PEG-coated nanoparticle 
displaying halo. 8CB covering the PEG 
halo causes the wavy noise seen here. 
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 The halo is still quite visible despite the absence of the 8CB, stretching a distance 

of 85-110 nm from the particle.  So rather than the liquid crystal causing this 

phenomenon, the 8CB interacts with the PEG halo by preferring to assemble its smectic 

layers on the hydrophilic PEG rather than on the glass substrate. 

 The PEG spread out into a disc in contact with the substrate for AFM scanning, 

but in solution or mixed in with liquid crystal, it would surround the nanoparticle in 

three dimensions.  Whereas the 8CB could form a single continuous smectic layer across 

the halo in AFM images, with its molecules oriented normal to the surface (Figure 82-a), 

in three dimensions, the PEG molecules would spread out in all directions, allowing 8CB 

rods to fit between them.  The length of the PEG molecules, about 26.8nm, is much 

longer than the correlation length found in the X-ray experiments, at most 4.5nm.  This 

means that the PEG enables a few smectic layers to form (Figure 82-b), and beyond that 

distance, the molecules reach up through the smectic layers of the bulk (along the 

director).  This interaction with the bulk stabilizes the molecules and prohibits 8CB tilt. 

Figure 81:  AFM micrograph of PEG-coated nanoparticles on glass. Right image 
outlines boundary of a “halo” with radius of 110-135 nanometers. 
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 Additionally, a dislocated area develops in the vicinity of the PEG-coated 

particle.  Where we normally measure a low q peak in our X-ray scattering experiments 

(see Figure 83) from those smectic planes perpendicular to the substrate, the long PEG 

molecules allow a disordered region to form (shaped something like a torus around the 

particle).  The 90° angle at which these 8CB rods would meet the bulk would require 

high energy bend and twist distortions, so simply disordering requires less energy.  The 

8CB rods influenced by the PEG molecules can still form smectic layers because they 

meet the bulk at smaller angles, requiring only low energy splay distortions. 

 This phenomenon is most visible with the PEG-coated particles because PEG-

3000 is a very large molecule relative to MHDA and APTS, and its solubility causes it to 

extend a significant distance from the particle in an aqueous solution.  While MHDA 

extends out into the aqueous medium as well, its short length makes it undetectable with 

the current capabilities of our AFM.  APTS does not extend out into the medium, 

Figure 82:  a) (Left) Side view of PEG-coated nanoparticle on glass substrate with 8CB 
monolayer covering PEG.  b) (Right) Side view of PEG-coated nanoparticle in bulk 8CB. 8CB 
molecules form smectic layers near particle, but form disordered zones where the 8CB 
molecules would meet the bulk at 90 degree angles. 
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however all three functionalization compounds would cause the smectic layers shown in 

Figures 82 and 83 to form. 

  

Introduction of functionalized nanoparticles to a liquid crystal material changes 

its transition temperatures as we have discussed previously (refer to Table II and 

Cordoyiannis[8]).  The transition can be thought of as an exchange of thermal and 

entropic energy.  In gaining thermal energy, its molecules transition from an ordered 

state to a less ordered state.  Samples of pure 8CB in the smectic state have lower 

entropy than a mixture of 8CB and coated nanoparticles at the same temperature.  This 

is due to the polycrystalline structure surrounding each nanoparticle, which is more 

disordered than the continuous smectic planes in pure 8CB.  The interfacial energy in 

each disclination (liquid crystal defect) lowers the amount of energy needed to overcome 

the entropy of the system and transition to the nematic phase. 

The AFM images we obtained of the “halo phenomenon” give us some 

important clues of the interaction between 8CB and PEG.  First, these images confirm a 

strong affinity between 8CB and PEG.  Figure 80 clearly shows a flattened PEG halo 

Figure 83:  (Left) Side view of a nanoparticle in 8CB with an incident X-ray (red) whose 
trajectory is in-plane with the smectic layers of the bulk.  (Right) Top view of nanoparticles 
with X-ray beam diffracting off smectic layers (blue). 
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spread out across the substrate surrounded by bare glass, but the halo and nanoparticle 

are covered in 8CB.  There are no visible islands of 8CB smectic layers on the bare glass 

substrate in the vicinity of the halo, or even within several micrometers.  The 8CB 

accumulated only on the PEG halo. 

 Second, the 8CB appears to have formed a monolayer of liquid crystal molecules 

on the PEG halo.  There are no visible step edges that would be easily discernable at the 

scale of these micrographs.  This suggests that 8CB has a greater affinity with PEG than 

it has with itself. 

 Third, the PEG stretches a great distance from the surface of the nanoparticle 

compared to the MHDA molecules.  The PEG can reach a radius of 26.8 nanometers 

from the nanoparticle, while the MHDA only extends about 10 angstroms.  This is likely 

the source of the greater correlation length and stronger X-ray signal found in our PEG 

experiments compared to the MHDA experiments.  The length of the PEG molecule 

gives it the ability to influence a greater number of 8CB molecules, although its flexibility 

keeps its correlation length still in the tens of nanometers. 
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Chapter 6:  Relating AFM findings to X-ray findings 

 

AFM and X-ray scattering are both well suited to studying liquid crystal systems, 

but provide different types of information.  They are complementary techniques that 

give us a view of the sample on multiple scales.  The data from AFM is very detailed 

with nanometer resolution, but it is localized data that only describes the area being 

scanned.  In our case, the scans we obtained were at most 5µm x 5µm, and more 

commonly only 1µm x 1µm.  X-ray scattering, on the other hand, is more of a bulk 

measuring technique.  Although it has sub 1.0 Å-1 resolution, the data is collected from 

many different planes in the sample.  The detector simply counts how many photons it 

collects at different angles over the 20 second dwell period.  The data that we analyze is 

an average of signals from many small diffracting crystals. 

We get a well-rounded view of what is happening at a molecular level by 

combining the two techniques.  With X-ray scattering, we have an averaged 

measurement of layer spacing, which allows us to calculate the average angle the 

molecule is oriented from normal, which we can use in calculating the surface energy of 

the membranes we study using AFM.  The surface energy is one of the components of 

our model describing the interaction between a coated nanoparticle and a liquid crystal 

membrane. 

AFM allows us to observe the interaction of the liquid crystal membrane with 

nanoparticles and how this intermolecular structure depends on the functionalization of 

the nanoparticle.  X-ray scattering gives us the data we need to describe the interaction.  

To do this, we start with the energy model mentioned earlier: 
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  E = Emech + Emagnetic + Esurface interaction + Erelative size,    (1) 

Emech is a combination of the different distortion forces that are present in the 

location being studied.[12]  The bend, twist, and splay induced in the membrane or bulk 

sample by the presence of a nanoparticle, and presented in Figure 17, all play a role in 

changing the mechanical energy of the system.  In Eq. 1, Emech is attempting to pull the 

membrane apart, whereas the other components are holding it together.  When Emech 

becomes larger than the surface energy and the size factor, a hole forms in order to 

maintain the lowest free energy in the system, or in the case of the bulk study, a 

disordered region, as shown in Figure 82 and 83.  This is more likely to occur with a 

considerable amount of bend and twist distortions, as they are higher energy distortions 

than splay. 

Emagnetic is not a factor of concern in this model because there is no external 

magnetic field, as was used in previous research.[12, 40, 55, 87, 88]  The magnetic 

moment of the nanoparticles is very small.  Studies on using a magnetic field to induce a 

phase change have shown that a sample of pure 8CB requires an incredibly strong 

magnet (approximately 10 Tesla) to reorient the molecules.[55]  Therefore we can safely 

disregard the influence of the nanoparticles’ magnetic fields on the liquid crystal. 

Esurface interaction is described by the following equation for the surface energy:[12] 

𝐸!"#$%&'  !"#$%&'#!(" =𝑊  𝑠𝑖𝑛!Θ     (4) 

In this equation (Eq. 4), W is the energy of the membrane at 0°, which has been found 

to be 1.2x10-19J.[89]  Θ is the angle that the liquid crystal molecules form with the surface 

of the nanoparticle.  When Θ is 0, the liquid crystal molecule is tangential to the surface 

of the nanoparticle (perpendicular to the radius), so the surrounding molecules tend to 
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experience bend and twist distortions.  When Θ is 90, the molecules are normal to the 

surface, so the surrounding layers will splay.[12] 

It is also necessary to consider the disparity between the size of the nanoparticles 

in the mixture and the smectic layer separation.  When these two parameters are close in 

size, they will have more impact on each other’s ordering than when one is much larger 

than the other.  This parameter can be described by equation 5:[12] 

 𝐸!"#$%&'"  !"#$ = 𝐵  𝑒𝑥𝑝   – !!"!!!"#$%&'(
!!"#$%&'(

!
   (5) 

Here, dLC is the distance between smectic layers that we measured at different 

temperatures in our X-ray studies, as described in Chapter 4.  dparticle is the diameter of 

the nanoparticle, which we measured in our AFM studies in Chapter 3.  B is on the same 

order as the constant W in equation 4 above.  This Gaussian equation tells us that the 

closer the size of the liquid crystal and the nanoparticle are in value, the greater their 

interaction.  When one is greater than the other, the effect diminishes on a Gaussian 

curve.[12] 

The remarkable stability of the liquid crystal ordering in X-ray experiments on 

PEG-coated nanoparticle composites may be due to this relative size parameter.  The 

MHDA molecule is much smaller than PEG-3000, so a nanoparticle coated in MHDA 

has a smaller outer diameter than one coated in long PEG-3000 molecules.  The larger 

PEG-coated nanoparticles will have less influence on the small 8CB molecules, while the 

MHDA-coated nanoparticles are much closer to the same size as the smectic layer 

spacing.  The MHDA-coated nanoparticles will therefore create many more defects and 

aid in the disordering of the liquid crystal structure. 
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Chapter 7:  Summary of Results 

 

AFM 

 We found evidence of hole formation in thin films of 8CB liquid crystal 

containing MHDA-coated nanoparticles, as well as APTS-coated nanoparticles.  The size 

range where this takes place differed from the findings of Roiter, et al. in their studies of 

bare silica nanoparticles in phospholipid membranes.  The uncovered size range was also 

dependent on the functionalization covering the nanoparticles.  We were able to find 

enough instances of covered or uncovered nanoparticles to partially fill in a table 

describing the size ranges and their interaction with the membrane. 

 We obtained images of a previously unobserved phenomenon where PEG-

coated nanoparticles take on the form of a disc with the nanoparticle at the center, rather 

than the soft spheroid with a nanoparticle nucleus that we have in solution.  We dubbed 

this flattening the “halo phenomenon”, and we observed that when 8CB liquid crystals 

are present, the 8CB will prefer to accumulate on the flattened area of PEG but not on 

the surrounding substrate (refer to Figure 80).  The PEG and 8CB seem to have a much 

greater affinity than 8CB does with glass. 

Polarized Optical Microscopy 

 This technique has proven to be extremely useful in its ability to provide 

immediate phase identification.  The X-ray scattering temperature studies needed to 

include the transition temperature to ensure we obtain scans of both the smectic-A and 

nematic phases.  In these systems, the functionalized nanoparticles can change this 
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transition temperature by several degrees C, and X-ray scattering is a time-consuming 

process, so being able to pinpoint this transition before scanning is crucial. 

 We have captured videos of the transition as seen through the polarized optical 

microscope, with the temperature controller set to the transition point (error of 

±0.056°C), the transition is clearly seen to occur only at this temperature, and is stable in 

the smectic phase 0.1°C below and in the nematic at 0.1°C above.  We identified the 

transition temperature for each sample before beginning the X-ray scattering 

experiments, and we were able to observe the transition as we had hoped. 

 

X-ray Scattering 

 We were able to collect two complete data sets from X-ray scattering 

experiments; one a composite containing 8CB and MHDA-coated nanoparticles, the 

other 8CB and PEG-coated nanoparticles.  We are able to make a number of 

conclusions from the data we gathered, as reflected in the results of the correlation 

length and the intensity of the peaks. 

 The sample that contained PEG-coated particles showed remarkably little 

variation as the temperature was raised from the smectic to the nematic phase.  In some 

cases, the deviations in the data that signaled the phase change were nearly too small to 

detect with our equipment.  This inherent stability could be due to some affinity between 

8CB molecules and PEG.  It could also be that the malleable nature of the PEG coating 

enabled the 8CB molecules to reorder into preferred configurations of lowest free energy 

and less frustration.  Another possible explanation is simply that the larger radius of the 

PEG coating induced less bend and splay into the 8CB smectic structure, thereby 
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allowing the 8CB to reach a more stable state.  We found evidence to support each of 

these possibilities, and the truth may be a combination of the above.   

 The sample containing MHDA-coated nanoparticles behaved somewhat 

erratically, especially compared to the PEG sample.  The molecular order seemed to 

change rapidly and continuously with small variations in temperature.  This made 

identification of the transition point difficult in some of the data plots.  More oddly, the 

peak position data all shifts to lower q values as the sample is heated from room 

temperature, but then shifts back when approaching the transition temperature.  This 

means the d-spacing gets wider as you heat the sample, then contracts again when you 

continue to heat it.  This could be evidence of some pre-transition change, but requires 

further work to confirm.  We have found that the liquid crystals align according to the 

nanoparticle’s faceting. 

 

Conclusion 

Our research produced three results.  We identified differing behavior in thin 

film samples of liquid crystal and coated nanoparticles dependent upon particle 

functionalization using AFM.  Using X-ray scattering we measured the alignment and 

smectic layer formation in the presence of coated nanoparticles, even above the smectic-

A to nematic transition temperature.  We found evidence of a “halo” that forms around 

coated nanoparticles, particularly with longer coating molecules. 

Our AFM experiments found evidence of liquid crystal membranes responding 

differently to nanoparticles coated in various compounds, and differently than the results 

found by other researchers using uncoated nanoparticles.  Improved methods of particle 

dispersion would facilitate data collection in future experiments.[90] 
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Our X-ray experiments confirmed our theory that smectic order continues to 

exist above the Sm-A to nematic transition in the vicinity of the nanoparticles.  Our 

results also confirmed the faceted nature of our nanoparticles and revealed that the 

smectic ordering in the vicinity of faceted nanoparticles orient according to the 

positioning of these nanoparticle facets. 

We discovered the halo structure surrounding our nanoparticles when we began 

the AFM experiments, and the formation is so prevalent that it clearly plays a role in 

how nanoparticles coated in large molecules interact with their surroundings.  We saw a 

significant stabilization of the PEG nanocomposite throughout the transition from Sm-

A to nematic in our X-ray experiments, whereas the MHDA nanocomposite exhibited 

large fluctuations throughout.  The presence of this large, flexible halo of PEG (which 

has an affinity for 8CB) may be the source of this stability. 

 

Future Work 

Future research can be done with additional functionalization compounds to 

compare to the MHDA and PEG data sets.  APTS and 7 (NHS) are of interest to this 

research group and are slated for investigation as soon as time and equipment permit.  

APTS is of interest because its molecules lay flat against the surface of the nanoparticle, 

as depicted in Figure 14, causing nearby 8CB molecules to orient tangential to the 

surface of the nanoparticle.  This orientation should result in areas of correlated smectic 

layers forming with their directors tangential to the nanoparticle surface, rather than 

normal to it. 
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Experiments should be designed to investigate whether the halo phenomenon 

and its stabilizing effects occur with other long, flexible molecules similar to PEG 3000, 

in order to answer the following questions:  What role does molecule length play in these 

effects?  How does this phenomenon affect the electrical, optical, and magnetic 

properties of the composite? 

Further work should be done by varying the concentration of nanoparticles in 

the composites to determine what impact these mechanisms have at lower 

concentrations, if any.  There could be a critical concentration where their effect 

becomes significant.  If these nanostructures are found to be biologically hazardous, this 

information could help identify safe exposure limits. 

More time should be spent clarifying the size ranges at which holes form in 

membranes in the presence of the different functionalizations.  This proved to be a 

challenging and time-consuming task, but it is important for building a mathematical 

model to predict hole-forming behavior.  Improved techniques for deposition of 

nanoparticles and locating nanoparticles would speed this process, as would the use of 

equipment permitting location-repeatable scanning. 

Future work should investigate the pre-transition change seen at 27.4°C in the 

MHDA sample, as indicated by the drastic change in correlation length of peak 2.  

Additional data is needed to identify these features as either anomalies, or whether they 

indicate some unknown behavior that could be of importance.  Repetition of the 

experiment should be sufficient to obtain this data. 

It may be possible to design a confocal or fluorescence microscopy experiment 

of PEG-coated nanoparticles in bulk 8CB that will allow the interface between the 8CB 

and the PEG coating to be imaged.  One method may involve attaching fluorescent 
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markers to the ends of the PEG molecules that can be detected with specialized 

equipment.  This may shed further light on the interaction between two soft materials, 

8CB and PEG.  
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